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Wenninger, Anna G.  The Relationship between Home Video Game Playing and Academic 

Success in 4th and 5th Grade Boys at Telegraph Intermediate School 

Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to identify how playing video games at home impacted the academic 

success of 4th and 5th grade boys attending Telegraph Intermediate School during the 2013-2014 

school year.  The study was conducted with the use of an optional survey completed by the 

parents/guardians of male or female 4th and 5th grade students.  The surveys were collected and 

analyzed. The findings of the study reveal a wide gap in academic success between male and 

female students, as well as several differences in video gaming habits between academically 

successful boys and non-academically successful boys.  Academically successful boys spend less 

time per day playing video games than boys who are struggling to achieve academic success.  

There are also differences in the genre of video games played by academically successful boys 

versus academically struggling boys.  This paper discusses several challenges in incorporating 

video games into the classroom such as cost, time, and teacher resistance.  It also gives several 

recommendations on how to successfully incorporate video games into the classroom environment 

in an attempt to increase male student engagement and therefore increase the percentage of boys 

experiencing academic success. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

 No two people learn the exact same way.  Researchers like Gardner (2011) have studied the 

human brain and found different people prefer to use different methods when absorbing 

information.  Some prefer to learn alone; others would rather learn through collaborating with 

others.  Some prefer to participate in hands-on activities; others would rather listen to a lecture.  

Gurian (2001) also used brain-based research; he concluded that although each child is an 

individual, for the most part young boys prefer similar methods of learning.  These methods of 

learning do not match the ways girls of the same age typically prefer to learn.  Gurian (2001) found 

distinct differences in the preferred learning styles of boys and girls as well as in their academic 

performance; his research contradicts the traditional belief that boys and girls learn in generally the 

same way and that there is no need to teach them differently. 

 Recent studies have shown that boys in America are falling behind in school at much 

higher rates than their female counterparts (Kindlon & Thompson, 1999; Sax, 2007; Sommers, 

2000; Tyre, 2008).  Nationwide, the grades of boys are much lower than those of females.  

According to Gurian (2001), “Girls receive approximately 60 percent of the A’s, and boys   receive 

approximately 70 percent of the D’s and F’s.  Among students performing in the top fifth of high 

school grade ranges, 63 percent are girls” (p. 56).  However, grades are not the only area in which 

boys are struggling at school.  They are also diagnosed with attention disorders at much higher 

rates than females, making up eighty percent of the diagnoses (Gurian, 2001).  Additionally, the 

majority of learning and behavior disability diagnoses are given to boys.  “Boys make up two-

thirds of the learning disabled and 90 percent of the behaviorally disabled” (Gurian, 2001, p. 56).  

It could be concluded that the high number of boys facing expulsion or dropping out of school is a 

direct result of these issues.  This unfortunate pattern begins as soon as boys enter school.  “Boys 
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get expelled from preschool at nearly five times the rate of girls” (Tyre, 2008, p. 5).  However, the 

high rates of detention and/or expulsion for boys continue into high school.  By 10th grade, boys 

are still getting expelled at nearly twice the rate of girls (Wallace, Goodkind, Wallace, & 

Bachman, 2008).  These statistics are not isolated to only one demographic, however.  Nationwide, 

boys are struggling in the aforementioned areas at much higher rates than girls their age.  These 

statistics are found regardless of race, location, family dynamics, or socio-economic status of the 

boy (Tyre, 2008).     

 There have been many theories regarding why this change has taken place.  Some say that 

the feminist movement brought with it a push for schools to help girls, which in turn harmed boys 

(Sommers, 2000).  Others believe that the fault lies in the idea that there are not enough positive 

male role models in the schools or homes of boys today (Sax, 2007).  The majority of teachers are 

female (Tyre, 2008; UNESCO, 2014), and it may be difficult for them to identify and integrate 

methods that engage little boys when the methods they are most familiar and comfortable with are 

those that engaged them when they were little girls.  Still others believe that the typical classroom 

environment caters to girls and does not consider the way boys learn, leaving them feeling bored, 

disengaged, and in the way (Tyre, 2008).  

 Educators at the grassroots level are beginning to acknowledge the fact that across the 

country boys are doing worse in school than girls.  Some classroom teachers have begun trying 

various methods in an attempt to increase the engagement of boys.  To begin the process of 

helping boys succeed in school, we must ask what it is that typical boys enjoy doing.  If we are 

able to identify specific activities in which boys excel and find enjoyment, perhaps we can 

integrate them into the school environment and in turn increase the academic success of boys.  As 
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a starting point, we can assume that the majority of boys enjoy activities which allow them to 

physically move, use their imagination, and be competitive (Tyre, 2008).   

 Video gaming is an activity that can incorporate all of these, and because of that (and likely 

many other reasons), the majority of boys enjoy engaging in them regularly.  According to a report 

from the NPD group (formerly National Purchase Diary) (2011), “91 percent of kids 

(approximately 64 million) ages 2-17 are gaming in the U.S” (para. 2).  Given that the majority of 

children enjoy video game playing, it is important to explore the educational impact of this 

activity.  Could video gaming be used to increase the academic success of boys?  Could playing 

video games at home lead to higher grades at school, improved attention and behavior, and an 

increase in engagement in classroom activities?  If the case can be proven that this is true, video 

gaming should be considered as a potentially valuable classroom tool.  There are a variety of 

different theories in this area.   

 Many parents and teachers believe video games are part of the problem with boys today 

(Tyre, 2008).  They may believe that video gaming decreases the ability for boys to focus and 

causes their attention span to become shorter.  Some may view video gaming as a waste of 

valuable time that should be spent more productively.  Parents may complain about their boys 

being “disconnected” from reality while playing video games.  Gaming can become an addiction 

just like drug or alcohol abuse-- the brain releases dopamine if you are a “problem gamer.”  People 

can become so addicted to video games they will begin failing in many areas of life-- dropping out 

of school, forgetting to eat regularly, prioritizing their relationships after gaming, and spending the 

nights asleep in front of their computer/television screens (Tyre, 2008).   

 However, there are others who see video games as a valuable educational tool and a way to 

make school exciting for boys again (Prensky, 2006).  Boys choose to spend a portion of their 
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valuable free time playing video games.  This raises a number of questions regarding video games 

and education: Could their high level of interest in gaming be harnessed and transferred to 

studying?  Could gaming increase boys’ interest and engagement in academics?  What is the true 

effect of video gaming on boys today?  Are video games giving boys a shorter attention span and 

making them bored with real life?  Or are they increasing problem-solving skills that can be used 

in the classroom setting? 

Statement of the Problem 

 Recent data has shown that boys, at much higher rates than girls, are struggling in school.  

There are many theories as to why this is happening.  Boys may appear bored, disinterested, 

confused, unengaged, or hyper to their teachers and parents.  While the majority of boys do not 

seem to be excelling in or enjoying school (Tyre, 2008), most boys do appear to excel in and enjoy 

playing video games (Prensky, 2006). However, the overall consensus is mixed as to how video 

game playing affects boys.  Some feel strongly that playing video games leads to negative 

behaviors in boys; while others see potential for games to be used as positive learning tools. 

Because of these conflicting perspectives, there is a need to gather and present information 

regarding the effectiveness of video game play on the ability for boys to learn in the classroom.  

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness of home video game play on 

male academic success by conducting a study on 4th and 5th grade students enrolled at Telegraph 

Intermediate School during the 2013-2014 school year.  Data will be collected through a survey. 

Research Questions 

 There are several research questions this study will attempt to answer.   

1. What effect do video games played at home have on behavior in 4th and 5th grade 

boys?  
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2. What effect do video games played at home have on attention in 4th and 5th grade 

boys?  

3. What effect do video games played at home have on overall grades in 4th and 5th grade 

boys? 

4. What effect does playing video games with others have on the academic success of 4th 

and 5th grade boys as opposed to playing video games alone? 

5. What effect does game selection have on the academic success of 4th and 5th grade 

boys? 

6. What effect does amount of time spent playing video games have on the academic 

success of 4th and 5th grade boys? 

Definition of Terms 

 There are several terms that need to be defined for clarity of understanding. The researcher 

defines: 

 Academic success. Ability to maintain a B average or better, no attention problems, and no 

behavioral problems. 

 Engagement. Students’ high level of interest and involvement in classroom activities as 

indicated by student and teacher opinion. 

 Video game. An electronic game that is played on a screen or display (computer, 

television, projector).  Video game play usually involves manipulating images to complete a 

mission or solve a problem. 

Assumptions and Limitations of the Study 

 This study has several limitations and makes several assumptions as listed below.  Because 

this study is limited to students enrolled in a single small school in a specific area, the results of 
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this study will not transfer to students in every location with every background.  There was 

minimal racial or cultural diversity in this survey sample. Because this study involves students 

from different families, individual family dynamics (parental involvement, household income, 

education level of parents, older siblings, etc) may impact the results of this study. This study 

assumes that throughout the duration of this study the students will continue to engage in the same 

amount of home video game play they normally do.  This study also assumes that throughout the 

duration of this study the students’ grades will remain relatively consistent. This study assumes 

that although the students are not all from the same classroom, each teacher will adhere to a similar 

grading style and system in such a way that it will not impact the results of this study. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

 In order to increase understanding of the challenges which boys encounter in education as 

well as the potential impact of video gaming on these boys, a number of different topics were 

researched.  The first topic that was examined was how the academic achievement of boys 

compares to that of girls.  To further explore this topic, three specific aspects were considered: 

attention issues, behavior/social issues, and grade issues.  The next topic to be explored was 

proposed solutions to the challenges boys face in educational settings. Suggestions that were 

discussed include: teaching boys and girls separately, increasing the number of male teachers, and 

improving the engagement of boys by incorporating boy-friendly teaching methods in the 

classroom. One of the proposed methods (the incorporation of games in the classroom) led to the 

next topic –video games.  The aspects of video gaming that were presented linked directly back to 

the topics comparing boys and girls in education: The impact of video game play on attention 

issues, the impact of video game play on behavior and social issues, and the impact of video game 

play on grades.  These topics lead to a better understanding of the correlation between the 

challenges boys (and educators of boys) face in educational environments and video gaming. 

Boys vs. Girls in School Environment 

 In recent years, a major topic of concern for Americans has been the academic success of 

public school students.  While not specific regarding grade levels, Weber (2010) found, “most 

states currently hover around 20 percent or 30 percent proficiency” in math and reading (p. 4). 

Weber (2010) continued, “Among thirty developed countries, the United States is ranked twenty-

fifth in math and twenty-first in science” (p. 4).  Furthermore, recent research has emerged 

showing that boys are struggling in school at higher rates than girls (Tyre, 2008).  This is 

evidenced through poor grades, high levels of behavioral disorder diagnoses, high levels of 
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attention deficit disorder diagnoses, and negative feedback from teachers.  During the feminist 

movement of the 1960s and 1970s, there was a push to improve education for girls.  It was also 

around this time that the struggle with boys in school began to appear (Sommers, 2000; Tyre, 

2008).  Some may conclude that these two occurrences are related.  It is important to remember 

that “academic achievement…is not a seesaw on which girls go up when boys go down and vice 

versa.  When we talk about how boys are doing, what we are really talking about is the welfare of 

all children” (Tyre, 2008, p. 279).  Improving the education of all children, regardless of their 

gender, needs to be a topic regularly discussed. However, the focus of this study is on the 

education of boys specifically.  

 Interestingly, the current academic issues with boys do not appear to be partial to any 

specific demographic.  Findings show that boys in public schools and private schools, from 

wealthy neighborhoods and poor neighborhoods, and every racial subgroup are falling behind girls 

in school (Tyre, 2008).  Why is this happening?  It has undoubtedly become a crisis which 

warrants discussion, research, and a solution. 

 Statistics show that starting in preschool, boys already begin lagging behind and are 

expelled “at nearly five times the rate of girls” (Tyre, 2008, p. 5).  This trend continues through 

elementary school.  Elementary boys are “diagnosed as having attention problems or learning 

disorders four times as much as girls and are twice as likely to get held back” (Tyre, 2008, p 6).   

 Unfortunately, this downward trend of boys falling behind academically does not improve 

in high school; it continues into college and beyond.  Unless changes are made to improve this 

trend, the future looks bleak for young men in America.  The National Center for Education 

Statistics (2016) stated,  
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 In fall 2014, female students made up 56 percent of total undergraduate enrollment…, and 

male students made up 44 percent…Between 2014 and 2025, female enrollment is 

projected to increase by 17 percent…, and male enrollment is projected to increase by 11 

percent. (para 2)   

There are several ways in which the academic struggle with boys is manifesting itself.  The areas 

addressed in this research are attention issues, behavior issues, and grade issues. 

 Attention issues. One possible indication that there is a problem in the education of boys is 

that they are being diagnosed with attention disorders at much higher rates than their female 

counterparts (Tyre, 2008).  Many of these diagnoses come as a direct result of a teacher 

recommendation.  Tyre (2008) explained that the number of boys being prescribed medication for 

Attention-Deficit/ Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) rose 48% between 2000 and 2005.  He stated,  

 That such large numbers of boys are being diagnosed with a central nervous system 

disorder suggests two things: Either we are witnessing the largest pandemic in our country 

since influenza struck in the United States in 1918, or school-age boys are being 

overidentified (sic) and overdiagnosed (sic). (p. 110-111)   

 Why are so many more boys diagnosed with attention issues than girls?  One possible 

explanation is that boys are not wired to sit quietly at desks all day.  There are “documented 

differences in…the earlier development of fine motor capacities in preschool and primary grade 

girls and the tendency of boys the same age to prefer large-muscle activity” (Reichert & Hawley, 

2010, p. 65).  While it may not be plausible to never require students to sit, perhaps the majority of 

teachers are not providing enough opportunities for movement throughout the day.  As Tyre (2008) 

stated,  
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 Too much movement and activity can overwhelm the children in the class who are 

naturally more reticent. But too many teachers expect all boys to sit still like the girls –and 

to like it. And they become exasperated and even angry if a couple of high-energy boys 

‘refuse’ to do so. (p. 67) 

Although it is unclear what is causing so many more boys than girls to be diagnosed with attention 

disorders, it is definitely a phenomenon worth investigating further.    

 Behavior and social issues. Research indicates that boys learn differently than girls 

(Gurian, 2001).  Is this caused by their genetic makeup, hormones, or something that their 

environment reinforces by teaching them what is “normal” for their gender?  It very well may be a 

combination of these causes.  Gurian (2001) stated, “Males obviously have a much higher 

testosterone baseline; this makes males on average more aggressively competitive than females” 

(p. 29).  However, according to research by Gilbert and Gilbert (1998), “boys’ and girls’ learning 

even before they start school has been different: boys’ learning has introduced them to 

performances of activity…while girls’ learning has introduced them to performances of 

submission, passivity, and courtesy” (as cited by Sanford & Madill, 2007, p. 436). Whether the 

cause is hormones, activity levels, or something else entirely, it is quite clear that boys and girls 

generally have different learning styles. 

 What are some ways in which these differences reveal themselves? Many would say that 

boys seem to prefer more competition and physical movement. They sometimes appear to be 

louder, more impulsive, and more aggressive than girls. Gurian (2001) agreed with these 

statements;  

 Females tend to be better than males at controlling impulsive behavior. They tend to self-

monitor high-risk and immoral conduct better than boys (on average)…Girls are by nature 
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less likely to take moral risks than boys. Boys are more likely to physically show natural 

aggression…Girls tend to have better verbal abilities and rely heavily on verbal 

communication; boys tend to rely heavily on nonverbal communication, being innately less 

able on average to verbalize feelings and responses as quickly as girls. (p. 27) 

While obviously there are exceptions, and no two children are exactly the same, boys and girls do 

seem to have different preferences when it comes to learning styles.  Reichert and Hawley (2010) 

pointed out additional differences; 

 Contemporary observers of child behavior have documented differences in female and 

male motor development, noting, among other things, the earlier development of fine motor 

capacities in preschool and primary grade girls and the tendency of boys the same age to 

prefer large-muscle activity –running, jumping, riding vehicles. (p. 65)  

 This difference in learning styles can lead to frustration in a boy when his teacher not only 

ignores his learning style, but reprimands him for not conforming to the learning styles of the girls 

in the classroom.  As Tyre (2008) explained, this is a cycle that starts early in the educational 

experience of boys; the second-grade boy mentioned in the following scenario was hiding because 

he did not think he could possibly complete the long writing assignment his teacher gave:  

What happens to a second-grade boy who spends writing period hiding under his 

desk?...By third grade, a second-grade boy’s fear has turned to frustration. By fifth grade, 

he’s the class clown. In middle school, he’s aggressive and begins to get labeled a behavior 

problem. By high school, he’s in special education if he’s still in high school at all. (p. 86)   

Certainly there are teachers and parents making legitimate diagnoses of behavior disorder for boys 

who actually do need additional help in this area.  But where there is concern is in the possibility 
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that many boys are simply not understood, are not being taught appropriately, and are being 

labeled as a “problem” beginning at a very young age.   

 At this point, it may come as no surprise that boys are being diagnosed with behavioral 

disabilities at higher levels than girls (Gurian, 2001).  There is a disconnect between teaching style 

and learning style that may manifest itself in poor student behavior.  “Well-respected experts from 

across the political spectrum worry about early education teachers who have a zero-tolerance 

attitude toward boisterous behavior. That unexamined prejudice, they say, is hurting our sons” 

(Tyre, 2008, p. 69).  Is it possible that part of the blame lies in how teachers are responding to the 

normal, natural behaviors of boys?  Over the years the expectations for boys’ behavior has shifted. 

While their loud, physically-active tendencies may have once been viewed as typical boy behavior, 

they are now often viewed as aggression worth medicating. 

 According to a 2014 report from The United Nations Organization for Education, Science 

and Culture (UNESCO) Institute for Statistics, 79.3% of educators in the primary grades are 

female.  When most teachers in America today are women, it may be difficult for them to 

understand how boys prefer to learn.  There are a multitude of outside factors that could contribute 

to misunderstandings between female teachers and the behavior of their male students.  The 

scenario may go something like this: The teacher assumes that since the boy is not able to conform 

and act like the well-behaving girls in the classroom, he is being naughty.  The boy is reprimanded, 

receives discipline, and feels frustration.  This lack of empathy has the potential to lead to true 

behavior problems. 

 Grade issues. As previously mentioned, the women’s rights movement of the 1960’s and 

1970’s brought with it a shift in the focus of education toward girls –who were at the time not 

keeping up with boys academically. This shift continued as “the U.S. Congress passed the Gender 
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Equity in Education Act in 1994, which provided schools with new funds to train teachers to help 

girls succeed” (Tyre, 2008, p. 41).  The positive effects of these changes have become evident as 

time has passed.  Tyre (2008) explained, “Girls used to lag behind in science and math but lately 

have all but closed the gap” (p. 5).  However, many people are unaware of the negative results that 

these changes may have brought along with the positive.  After decades of hearing about the 

struggles of female students, teachers may still be focused on the education of girls, and therefore 

may be unintentionally turning a blind eye to what has been happening (and continues to happen) 

to boys.  As Tyre (2008) pointed out,  

 In the 1990s, the struggles of girls were so vividly documented and widely reported that in 

the minds of most people, girls remain a vulnerable and disadvantaged group. Politicians 

also worried that any effort to improve the performance of boys might be interpreted as an 

attempt to interfere with the exhilarating achievements of smart, ambitious young females 

(p. 6). 

 The academic struggle of boys is not limited to just one subject area.  Research shows that 

while boys once surpassed girls in science and math, that is no longer the case (Tyre, 2008).  The 

progress of girls in any and all subject areas is certainly worth celebrating. However, the main 

objective should be to educate all children equally, regardless of their gender. Unfortunately, this 

does not appear to have been achieved. While girls have caught up to boys in science and math, 

they have greatly exceeded them in reading and English.  “Boys…lag badly behind girls in reading 

and writing, and this gap is growing and getting bigger, not smaller, as boys move from elementary 

school through high school” (Tyre, 2008, p. 5).  This scenario is not isolated to any specific area; 

rather, it is affecting the education of boys throughout the world.  According to Carr-Chelmann 

(2012), “In the most recent set of tests administered by the Program for International Student 
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Assessment (PISA) across 65 countries, boys scored lower than girls in basic literacy skills in 

every country tested. In fact, while girls caught up to boys in math, they soared ahead of boys by 

39 points in reading” (p. 13).  These poor grades are leading to even bigger problems for boys.  

According to Tyre (2008), “in the early years of elementary school, boys are twice as likely as girls 

to be diagnosed with learning disabilities” (p. 87).  Unfortunately, once that label is given to a boy, 

in many cases he begins to view formal education negatively.  

 Girls already have a bit of an advantage over boys when it comes to literacy. Biology 

seems to give them the upper hand. Gurian (2001) pointed out, “Girls…can acquire their complex 

verbal skills as much as a year earlier than boys. Thus, quite often a preschool girl reads faster and 

with a larger vocabulary than a peer boy does, and she speaks with better grammar” (p. 26).  When 

his female classmates are consistently reading at higher proficiency levels (and perhaps receiving 

more praise), it can create strong negative feelings toward reading.  Tyre (2008) explained, 

 Because girls read so much better than boys, struggling boy readers, perhaps defensively 

looking for reasons why they’re not succeeding, begin to express the opinion that reading is 

‘feminine.’ Then they go out of their way to avoid things that they classify as ‘girlie’ 

activities. It’s a silly, self-defeating pattern, but boys find plenty of support for this attitude 

in their families and their culture. (p. 143)   

 Further reinforcing the notion that reading is for girls, teachers may unintentionally choose 

required readings that are geared toward girls (interests that appeal to females, female main 

characters, etc.).  Tyre (2008) said, “Reading experts believe that in these tender years of early 

schooling, teachers who champion the kind of books that girls like and ignore or marginalize the 

kind of reading that boys like may be hurting boys far more than they ever could realize” (p. 152).  

There is no doubt of the importance of reading and basic literacy skills throughout all levels of 
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education.  Developing a negative perspective toward reading at such a young age can be 

extremely harmful to the overall academic success of a boy. Tyre (2008) explained, “Boys, forced 

to read a book they perceive to be ‘girlie’…make a decision. At what may be the most crucial 

turning point in their education lives, they decide they don’t like to read. And they won’t do it” (p. 

151).  Thankfully, with the recent adoption of the Common Core State Standards, an increase in 

“boy friendly” texts have become available in classrooms and libraries. 

 It is important to remember that it is possible for both males and females to experience 

academic success.  Boys can succeed simultaneously with girls –it does not have to be one or the 

other.  The question is: how can we attain this balance?  Carr-Chellman (2012) stated, “Great work 

has been done to re-engage girls in learning about math, science, and engineering. Educators and 

parents need to learn from that effective movement and help boys’ literacy grow and flourish 

throughout the early elementary years” (p. 13).  If the issues with male literacy arose around the 

time that females began succeeding, then how can we develop an even-handed approach? 

Proposed Solutions 

 We know that the vast majority of boys have the capability to experience academic success. 

As Tyre (2008) explained, “The male literacy deficit is not something that is immutable and 

hardwired in boys. It turns out that schools may be teaching them wrong” (p. 149).  While no 

nationwide effort to address this issue has arisen yet, individual schools and teachers are 

recognizing the issues and beginning to make some changes.  “It is our schools and our teachers 

who will ultimately change the future for boys…Teachers know that something is keeping boys 

from doing their best, and they want to do something about it” (Tyre, 2008, p. 282).  As more 

educators and policy makers recognize the growing problem with the nationwide academic 

achievement of boys, many are beginning to brainstorm ideas on how to fix it. And some are 
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developing ideas that seem to be helping.  As Tyre (2008) pointed out, “School librarians across 

the country are starting to carve out sections for books that are of special interest to boys. Getting 

boys to write is moving higher on the priority list (p. 160).   

 The question remains –what are the real, practical solutions to this issue? Several 

aforementioned proposals include: adding books that interest boys to the school library, and the 

more abstract idea of ‘getting boys to write’.  Tyre (2008) proposed the idea to conduct more 

extensive research on the schools that are successfully teaching boys and to implement those 

successful methods and strategies nationwide (p. 280).  Other potential solutions discussed in this 

section include: all-boy schools and classes, more male teachers, and the incorporation of a variety 

of teaching methods such as hands-on, physical activity, competition, and integration of 

technologies like video games. 

 All-boy schools or classes.  Some believe differentiated instruction is the solution.  As 

Gurian’s (2001) research explained, boys and girls use different parts of their brains to learn.  

Because of this, girls seem to prefer using certain methods to learn, while boys seem to learn 

through different methods.  Tyre (2008) pointed out, “If boys and girls use different parts of the 

brain, maybe we can tailor different kinds of instruction to boys and girls to eliminate the male 

literacy gap” (p. 164).  Research has also shown that when boys collaborate with girls on a project, 

they tend to become disengaged and allow the girls to take the lead (Tyre, 2008, p. 236).  Tyre 

(2008) believed that a possible solution to this dilemma is separating the boys and girls; he said, 

“Biological differences between boys and girls lead to learning differences that are so significant 

that teachers should adopt different strategies to teach them in the classroom and that many kids 

would do better in all-boy and all-girl classes or in single-sex schools” (p. 167).  Given the 
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statistics on girls’ academic success using the current classroom model, this separation of boys and 

girls in academic settings shows potential for improving the academic success of both genders. 

 More male teachers.  Another idea suggested as a method to reengage boys in school is to 

increase the number of male teachers. As Tyre (2008) explained,  

 Inside our nation’s classrooms, male students – especially in the lowest grades –have been 

all but abandoned by adult males. Females now dominate teaching in a way never before 

seen in our lifetimes. According to the National Education Association, the biggest 

teachers’ union in the country, the number of male teachers is the lowest it’s been in forty 

years. In 1981, the percentage of male teachers in elementary schools reached 18 percent. 

Today, it’s around 9 percent. The percentage of male teachers in secondary schools stands 

at about 35 percent, the lowest it has been since the National Education Association started 

keeping statistics. (p. 126) 

It is possible that this shift in fewer male teachers has also impacted the increase in boys struggling 

at school.  Are boys seeing enough male role models in academic professions? Are they being 

inspired to learn by other men in their lives?   

 So we’re faced with two sets of evidence: (1) that the achievement and engagement of boys 

is failing to keep pace with that of girls and (2) that fewer men are standing in front of 

chalkboards. The crucial question is, does one have anything to do with the other? (Tyre, 

2008, p. 126-127)   

An increase in male teachers could provide some balance in an educational environment where 

many boys often feel they do not belong. 

 Variety in teaching methods. Gardner’s (2011) research showed that people are able to 

employ techniques and methods unique to themselves when they are learning.  He called these 
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varied learning styles “multiple intelligences.” Supported by Gurian’s (2001) brain-based research 

on the topic, it seems that we can confidently say that boys in general learn differently than girls.  

As Tyre (2008) explained,  

 In the past, kids who struggled to make sense of a narrative on the printed page might learn 

how to organize a story by learning to sing a simple ballad in music class. A boy might 

improve his fine motor skills by holding a paintbrush. Another boy might grit his teeth 

through reading so he could get to the science lab and play with frogs. Some boys might 

have blown off steam during recess. The single-minded focus on basics –reading, writing, 

and math –is harmful for many kids. For boys, it further erodes the common ground 

between what interests them and what is happening at school. (p. 97) 

With that in mind, it would be a worthwhile endeavor to both identify the learning styles which 

boys frequently prefer to use and attempt to incorporate them into the classrooms.    

 One of the learning styles which many boys seem to enjoy and thrive in is bodily-

kinesthetic or physical movement.  This includes opportunities to touch objects while learning 

about them.  Boys seem to enjoy learning activities which allow them to be hands-on.  This is why 

Tyre (2008) said, “Teachers should allow boys plenty of opportunity for sensory development –

incorporating mud, Silly Putty, and other messy concoctions into the day’s activities” (p. 82).  

Unfortunately, this is not a learning style that is used as often as others in the traditional classroom 

setting. Students in the majority of classrooms are required to stay seated in their desks for the 

majority of the day. They are often reprimanded for not “sitting still” and are told to keep their 

hands in their laps or on their desks.  They are possibly even misdiagnosed as having an attention 

disorder if they move more than what is considered normal. “School administrators from 

elementary grades straight through high school need to keep the physical needs of all kids, but 
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particularly boys, in mind” (Tyre, 2008, p. 283).  With so many other objectives and requirements 

on their minds, this is no doubt a low priority for many teachers and administrators.   

 Physical activities are not only being left out of the classroom environment; they are 

sometimes cut from the school day altogether.  According to a 2005 study by the National Center 

for Education Statistics, 7% of first-graders and 8% of third-graders were given no recess time; 

and 14% of first-graders and 15% of third-graders were given a daily recess that only lasted 1 to 15 

minutes.  Tyre (2008) stressed the importance of recess when he said, “There is a strong 

connection between recess and the well-being and academic achievement of all children but 

especially young boys” (p. 106).  Some schools use recess as a time for students who are falling 

behind to catch up on their work.  Some teachers use skipping recess as a punishment for students 

who are being disciplined. Ironically, some of those students are probably being disciplined for 

moving when they were supposed to be still.   

 Another learning style that many boys seem to enjoy in the classroom is interpersonal.  

They especially seem to welcome lessons that incorporate competition or cooperation. Reichert 

and Hawley (2010) confirmed, “Boys [have] pronounced appreciation of opportunities to both 

compete and cooperate in a scholastic setting. The heightened engagement resulting from such 

exercises is clear…as is the boys’ awareness that such engagement results in substantial learning 

and improvement” (p. 131).  Not only do boys enjoy using this method, it seems to be an effective 

way for them to acquire knowledge.  Reichert and Hawley (2010) found,  

 [When] teachers reported their most effective lessons for boys, two of the most frequently 

stated claims were, ‘Boys like competition’ and ‘Boys like to work together.’ It is 

clear…that competition and teamwork are coextensive…A wide range of teachers found 
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that forming teams to complete a task that would in some way be judged competitively was 

transitive to learning and mastery (p. 121-122).  

 There are a few other techniques that, when utilized in the classroom, seem to inspire boys 

to engage in school. One of those is the incorporation of challenging tasks.  Boys seem to 

especially despise the ‘busy work’ that many teachers assign.  Reichert and Hawley (2010) 

explained, “Across disciplines, teachers noted the energizing effects of setting boys to tasks for 

which successful resolution was perhaps possible but by no means certain –or easy” (p. 111).  

They seem to thrive when given assignments that find the balance of ‘difficult’ yet ‘not 

impossible.’ 

 Boys also appear to thoroughly enjoy the incorporation of technology in their lessons.  

They use a wide variety of technologies in their everyday life, but are mostly forbidden from using 

them in the school environment.  As Sanford and Madill (2007) pointed out, “Clearly a disconnect 

occurs between school literacy practices and those that our male participants practice out of 

school” (p. 435). A potentially successful strategy which would cater to the unique learning styles 

of boys would be one that is able to fuse teamwork, competition, and challenging tasks all while 

allowing the boys the enjoyment to use technology. 

 Integration of technology. There is no denying that our world has drastically changed 

because of the advance of technology.  Schools have desperately attempted to keep up with these 

changes and incorporate new technologies into the classrooms.  However, changes tend to be 

resisted. Many teachers seem to have the mindset, “Why fix what isn’t broken?”.  As Prensky 

(2006) explained,   

 Far too often, American teachers and administrators view new technologies as distracting 

from the education they provide, rather than as ways to extend it…Computers –whether 
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they sit on your desk or fit comfortably in your pocket –can be used to learn. So rather than 

fight the trend for kids to come to school with their own cell phone/computers, why not use 

it to our advantage? (p. 129) 

 There are many reasons for integrating new technologies into the classroom. One of the 

main reasons is that students will need experience in these technologies for their future careers. 

Gros (2007) pointed out, “We need to change our teaching methods to enhance the skills that 

future citizens will need in a digital society” (p. 23).  This is a fact that seems to be clear to 

children, but sometimes less clear to the adults running their schools. Prensky (2006) stated,  

 Today’s children –boys or girls, urban or suburban, rich or poor –all know they are part of 

the digital culture. How could they not? Almost every aspect of their life sends them that 

message daily…The real opportunities for our kids to advance their digital skills, their 

knowledge, and their understanding of the world, are not found…in school. (p. 139)   

Students, especially at the elementary level, are using pencils, paper, and textbooks throughout 

each school day. However, in a technological world, these tools have become nearly obsolete in 

many careers. Teachers are given access to many exciting new technologies to assist in their 

occupations, but the students are often not involved in using these tools.  

 This concern with the use of technology has a biological element as well.  Researchers are 

seeking to learn more about the physical alterations which the human brain undergoes during and 

after the use of technology. Prensky (2006) stated,  

 There is a strong case to be made that our children’s brains have actually been physically 

changed by their digital environment and experiences. But whether or not this is physically 

true, we can say, with certainty, that their thinking patterns have changed.” (p. 28)   
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No doubt if this theory is true, the generational gap between older teachers and younger students 

could be strongly impacted by it.  Prensky (2006) continued to give an explanation for some of the 

changes which video games specifically have made in children;  

 Kids have been gradually reprogramming their brains to handle the speed, interactivity, and 

other factors in the games. ‘Children raised with the computer develop hypertext minds,’ 

says one observer. ‘They leap around. It’s as though their cognitive structures were 

parallel, not sequential.’ Children’s brains have been so successfully reworked, this 

observer continues, ‘that the kind of linear thought process that dominates our education 

systems can actually slow down learning.’ (p. 35)   

If children’s brains are being rewired to be able to better handle the multi-tasking required for the 

use of technology (including video games), we must ask ourselves how this could be impacting 

behavior.  Perhaps what an older generation identifies as an attention disorder is instead evidence 

of this rewiring. 

 It is very possible that students are being taught with methods that no longer correspond to 

the way they consume information. As Prensky (2006) pointed out, “Kids love to learn when it 

isn’t forced on them. In fact, because their brains are still growing, kids probably love this non-

forced learning even more than the rest of us” (p. 5).  The majority of children in America return 

home from school to be virtually surrounded by technology for most of the remainder of their day, 

all weekend, and throughout the summer.  However, once they reenter their school, they are 

typically expected to completely “power down” and use very little technology in the classroom 

environment. 

  One of the technologies that most captivates the attention of children is video games. In 

their Kaiser Family Foundation study, Foehr, Rideout, and Roberts (2010) stated,  
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 On any given day, 60% of young people play video games…Over the past 10 years, there 

has been a substantial increase in the amount of time young people spend playing video 

games, from an average of 26 minutes daily in 1999, to 49 minutes in 2004, and 1:13 (sic) 

in 2009. (p. 25-26)   

Video game play is clearly on the rise as a popular pastime for young people.  Tyre (2008) also 

found this to be true; “Over one-third of all households have some kind of game console. And kids, 

especially boys, love them. Many boys now report that they prefer video game play to television, 

movies, reading, and playing real-life sports” (p. 187).  As video games have recently become the 

primary form of entertainment for boys, it is worth evaluating if there is a corresponding impact on 

their worldview and thought processes. 

 There is no arguing the fact that there is a sizeable gender gap between boys and girls when 

it comes to an interest in playing video games.  Hofferth (2010) confirmed,  

 In 1997, boys were more than twice as likely to play video games (40.7%) as girls (18.5%). 

In 2003, the proportion of boys playing video games was 56.9% compared with 16.5% of 

girls and the only significant gender difference in media time was the time spent playing 

video games. Girls spent 0.82 hr (sic) and boys spent 3.86 hr (sic) playing video games in 

2003. (p. 1606) 

Hofferth (2010) found that in 2003, 57% of boys and 17% of girls played video games weekly.  

However, of those children who played weekly, the boys were playing for 6.8 hours on average, 

while the girls were playing for 4.8 hours on average.  Hofferth (2010) reported, “Because 

nonscreen play time declined for all children and computer and video game play increased, screen 

play occupied a larger fraction of children’s total play time in 2003 than in 1997, 33% versus 

21%” (p. 1615). 
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 What specific characteristics do video games possess that are appealing to boys?  Prensky 

(2006) gave one example,  

 Game designers use adaptivity to keep players continually in the ‘flow zone’ between too 

hard and too easy. The idea is that players should have to struggle a little, but they should 

always feel that if they keep trying they’ll eventually succeed at whatever they are 

attempting in the game. At the same time, it should never feel boring. (p. 93)   

This “challenging but not impossible” quality is one that was mentioned earlier in this paper as a 

motivating factor for boys.  Cheng et al. (2012) also found this to be true; “Many 

scholars…suggest that the challenging, unpredictable and competitive nature of digital games is 

the driving force behind game-playing” (p. 215).  Other attributes that video games possess which 

may contribute to their engaging and motivating qualities for boys include: having a structured 

environment with clear and meaningful goals, appropriate rewards, competition with other players, 

stimulation of curiosity, and fulfilling the human desire to complete things and collect sets 

(Whitton, 2012, p. 253).  Several of these qualities were aforementioned as motivating factors for 

boys and oftentimes absent in traditional lesson plans. 

 Regardless of how much boys enjoy video games, how can we be sure they are worth 

incorporating into the world of formal education?  Prensky (2006) stated,  

 Perhaps the largest, broadest-based studies are currently being conducted by the U.S. 

military, which has a quarter of a million 18-year-olds to educate every year. Their results, 

while still preliminary, are extremely positive. The military knows that games are exactly 

what it takes to reach [them]. ‘If we don’t do things their way, they’re not going to want to 

be in our environment,’ said the head of the Pentagon’s Office of Readiness. (p. 38)  
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 If the United States Military is any indication, the inclusion of video games in the 

classroom is worth exploring.  As mentioned earlier, we are making some assumptions and 

generalizations. Not all boys are identical. Whitton (2012) stated, “It is crucial to remember that 

while some elements of games may be motivational for some, this might not be the case for others; 

in particular, things such as the use of competition and fantasy may have limited appeal” (p. 255).  

However, the idea of integrating video games into the classroom still appears to be worthy of 

further exploration. Carr-Chellman (2012) remarked,  

 In the end, games are just one of many ways to interest boys in their education. Integrating 

games into a K-12 environment, particularly at the elementary levels, appears to be one 

way to send a strong message that is counter to the dominant culture in schools today –a 

welcoming message to most boys and active kids. (p. 15)   

But how would video game play impact the educational success of boys? Could it be a solution to 

the topics addressed earlier –attention issues, behavior issues, and grade issues? 

The Impact of Video Games   

 Many researchers, educators, and parents are hesitant to fully embrace the idea of video 

games being used regularly by boys.  They worry about the effects of too much game play. As 

Prensky (2006) explained,  

 Parents worry about the large amount of time their kids spend playing these games, and 

fear that all that time in front of a screen will wreak havoc on their children’s health and 

academic and social achievement. Teachers worry about the increasing competition of 

exciting games and other media for their students’ attention, and about students’ declining 

interest in schoolwork. And the kids themselves, of course, are frustrated by the wide gap 
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between their exhilarating experiences playing games and their slow-paced lessons in 

school.” (p. xvi) 

This next section will explore those effects. Specifically, how playing video games impacts the 

attention, behavior, and grades of boys.   

 The impact of video gaming on attention. In a study by Houghton et al. (2004), the 

effects of video game play on boys with Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) were 

examined.  The results of the study showed that video game play provided motivating factors that 

enabled boys with ADHD to perform just as well as boys without ADHD.  Houghton et al. (2004) 

provided several theories of why video games motivate boys with ADHD; The researchers stated, 

“Immediate reinforcement for performance from the video games is provided…the child does not 

experience a delay in gratification…Playing video games may temporarily increase dopaminergic 

tone, which in turn may temporarily enhance arousal and cognitive control functions” (p. 32).   For 

male students with ADHD, trailing behind their peers in school may no longer be an issue if they 

are somehow able to use video game play to complete school assignments.  Houghton et al. (2004) 

also recognized the potential video gaming (in this case using a computer) in an academic 

environment provides for boys with ADHD; they explained;  

 Computer technology in the classroom may afford children with ADHD increased 

opportunities to be more successful, both academically and socially, and to improve their 

interaction with peers…video game play may be beneficial in enhancing social 

functioning…Allowing [children with ADHD] to successfully deploy executive functions 

(including motor control) might increase concentration, reduce unwanted hyperactive-

impulsive and inattentive behaviours (sic), and hence increase the quantity and quality of 

academic work produced. (Houghton et al., 2004, p. 31-32) 
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 Houghton et al. (2004) are not the only ones exploring the possibility of video games as an 

educational tool for students with ADHD.  Carr-Chellman (2012) provided several examples of 

specific video games which could be used to assist “boys who are struggling with focus” (p. 14).  

Gros (2007) explained that there are aspects incorporated in many popular video games that could 

“help to develop the skills for occupations that require expertise in divided visual attention (e.g., 

instrument flying, military activities, and air traffic control)” (p. 29-30).  Prensky (2006) further 

supported these claims; 

 The use of bio-feedback as a game controller was pioneered by NASA’s Dr. Alan Pope, 

who hoped to use the technique with astronauts. What he found instead, was that video 

games could help kids concentrate –even kids diagnosed with ADHD –by teaching them to 

turn their brain’s gamma waves into the beta waves that accompany concentrated effort. A 

number of games have been developed based on this principle –players win at the game as 

their ratio of beta to gamma waves improves. (p. 126) 

 However, there are others who argue that playing video games actually decreases the 

attention span of boys.  Tyre (2008) found, “Teachers say that even boys who aren’t addicted but 

who game in the normal-to-heavy range often become progressively harder to teach…The 

attention spans of boys who game seem to grow shorter and weaker” (p. 195).  Attention span is 

simply one aspect of behavior that many teachers and parents fear is negatively impacted by video 

games. 

 The impact of video gaming on behavior. One of the leading concerns of parents and 

teachers regarding video games is often, “how does playing video games affect the behavior of 

boys?” Characteristics they are worried these boys will begin to exhibit include: violence, 
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addiction, anti-social tendencies, laziness/lack of motivation, apathy, and overall unhealthy habits.  

The following section will further explore these concerns.   

 Social. How does video game play impact the social interactions of boys? Does it cause 

them to become more antisocial and introverted? Some argue that boys who play video games 

frequently are cutting themselves off from the outside world. Perhaps gaming is causing them to 

spend more time alone than with others their own age. Hofferth (2010) said, “One of the major 

concerns of developmental psychologists is that the use of computers and video games could 

reduce children’s social involvement and increase isolation (p. 1601).  Hofferth (2010) highlighted 

several studies which indicated that while playing video games caused a change in social behavior; 

it was unclear whether the change was positive or negative. “Increased computer and video game 

use altered interaction patterns as families incorporated media into their lives…but there was no 

overall negative impact” (Hofferth, 2010, p. 1601).  Still others argue that although video game 

play may look like social isolation to the outsider, it actually provides rich opportunities for social 

interaction. Prensky (2006) said,  

 It is very important…to understand that what may look like isolation from the outside may 

not, in fact, be so at all. Your kid, though sitting alone in front of his or her PC, could be 

playing with hundreds or even thousands of others all over the world. Or she could be 

setting up something to be used in a multi-player game later on (p. 83).  

The social aspect of video games has actually been found to be a motivating factor for many 

gamers, especially as they grow older. According to Van Evra (2004), “Beginning in about fifth 

grade, the motivation for video game playing is challenge and fantasy. As children age into junior 

high school, social motivation comes into play, including interaction around games, competition, 

and sharing of strategies” (as cited by Hofferth, 2010, p. 1600).  Many game designers have caught 
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on to this desire for gaming to be social and have begun building social aspects into their games or 

gaming systems. According to a report by the NPD Group (2013), the number of gamers who now 

play online has reached 72%, an increase of 5% from the previous year.  In most cases, online 

game play is synonymous with social game play.  Some researchers argue that not only does 

playing video games not cause isolation; it has the potential to actually improve social skills. 

Houghton et al. (2004) stated, “Computer video game play may be beneficial to enhancing social 

functioning and is therefore worthy of further investigation” (p. 32). One of the skills which video 

gaming could potentially improve is the ability to communicate and problem solve cooperatively. 

Cheng et al. (2012) pointed out,  

 In view of the wide-ranging social relationships built in at different levels of the games, the 

students could improve their social skills; for example, the children can share and help to 

solve the learning problems encountered by themselves or their groups. (p. 215)   

Another skill that is potentially sharpened by video game play is the ability to listen. As Prensky 

(2006) explained, “Players who don’t listen first and do only what they want are highly 

unsuccessful at multiplayer games (and, of course, at life)” (p. 115).  Because of the male-oriented 

subject matter of many video games, boys in particular may benefit from the social aspect of video 

games. The culture of video games provides opportunities for boys to discuss many topics they 

already enjoy such as strategy, problem solving, and competition.  Hofferth (2010) explained, “For 

boys, game playing could lead to involvement in supportive peer groups rather than to isolation” 

(p. 1600).  At the conclusion of her study, Hofferth (2010) stated, “The results did not support the 

hypothesis that increased game play would lead to social isolation” (p. 1616).  The idea that the 

majority of video gamers are participating in this pastime alone; thus isolating themselves from 

their peers and others, is quite often a misconception. 
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 In fact, some researchers argue that the social interaction is so valuable in video game play, 

that it actually may be the reason that some gamers become addicted. As Cheng et al. (2012) said,  

 It is commonly observed that students often become addicted to computer games, 

especially to Internet-Based games. One major reason behind the phenomenon is that 

Internet-Based games are usually characterized by a communicative mode that produces a 

unique kind of social relationships. (p. 214) 

Far from an indication of isolation, multiplayer gaming represents an alternative model of social 

interaction.  In an age where people increasingly meet, socialize and work online, this is an 

additional skill which children could sharpen through video gaming. 

 Addiction. There is a significant amount of concern related to the addictive nature of video 

games.  Prensky (2006) explained how the brain responds to video game play.  

 Physiologically, certain elements of video game playing stimulate the pleasure centers of 

the brain. That, in turn, makes the owner of that brain want to repeat whatever it was that 

triggered those pleasurable feelings. Yes, that’s similar to what happens when a drug addict 

shoots up, but it’s also similar to what happens when we’re doing anything challenging and 

exciting –playing sports, watching a gripping thriller, achieving a long-term goal, having a 

stimulating conversation. (p. 80) 

Gaming has the potential to become an addiction just like drug or alcohol abuse- your brain 

releases dopamine if you are a “problem gamer.” There are people who become so addicted that 

they will drop out of school, forget to eat, sleep at their computer, etc.  How do you know if you 

are addicted or prone to become addicted?  Prensky (2006) explained,  

 Outside of clinical circles, the word addiction is used very loosely, often as a synonym for 

‘like a lot,’ or ‘would rather be doing.’ So when [studies mention] all the teens who feel 
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addicted to their games, we have to take that with a huge grain of salt. I know plenty of 

kids who have very successful, well-rounded lives and who also describe themselves as 

‘addicted’ to video games. What they really mean, of course, is that video games are 

among the most compelling experiences in their lives. If your child described himself as 

‘addicted to reading’ or ‘addicted to sports,’ would you be as worried? (p. 80) 

It is important to remember that not every gamer is identical; individuals with addictive 

personalities are susceptible to becoming addicted to anything that is pleasurable.   

 Violence. Do video games cause people who play them to become more violent?  More 

specifically, do they cause boys to become more violent?  In her 2010 study, Hofferth found, 

“Increased video game hours between 1997 and 2003 were associated with increased externalizing 

behavior problems for all boys but not for girls” (p. 1616).   

 Anderson, Gentile, and Buckley (2007) completed a study during the school years from 

2000 to 2003.  During this time, they recorded the gaming habits of 430 third-, fourth-, and fifth-

graders from rural and suburban public and private schools in Minnesota. They also collected 

feedback from teachers, peers, and other students about the behavior of the game-playing students.  

What they found was that the girls averaged about six hours of play a week; and the boys averaged 

about thirteen hours.  “The teachers, peers, and students themselves reported that the violent-

video-game-playing cohorts became more aggressive…than their nonviolent-video-game-playing 

peers…Boys who, on average, played video games twice as long as girls were twice as aggressive 

as girls” (as cited by Tyre, 2008, p. 189).  Not only do boys play more video games than girls, they 

play different video games than girls.  Hofferth (2010) said, “Because of the different amount and 

type of video game play by boys and girls, their behaviors may be differentially influenced” (p. 

1600). 
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 It is common knowledge that violence is built into many video games.  Is it especially 

present in the specific games that boys are playing?  According to Hofferth (2010), “Although 

educational, fantasy, and sports games exist, even those with the broadest age rating can contain 

mild violence” (p. 1599).  Is this exposure to violence in video games affecting their behavior? If 

so, how?  Tyre (2008) found that the brain is affected by certain situations that are present in many 

violent video games; he stated, “In some cases, particularly when games offer surprising or 

disturbing scenarios, players’ brains release the hormone cortisol, making it more likely that the 

players will remember what they’ve seen or heard” (p. 190). This leads to the question of what 

impact these vivid memories have on boys’ behavior.  Hofferth (2010) found that violent video 

games were indeed impacting the players; “Violent game play was associated with aggressive 

thoughts, aggressive affect, and physiological arousal, with suppression of affective areas of the 

brain responsible for positive emotions” (p. 1600).  Those who spent time playing the violent video 

games were found to become more aggressive. According to Hofferth (2010), “A meta-analysis of 

35 research reports concluded that exposure to violent games increased later aggressive behavior 

for both boys and girls” (p. 1600).  Hofferth (2010) also found that “Exposure to violent media 

leads to a belief that aggression can resolve problems with no adverse effects. Under this theory, 

more time exposed to violent games would lead to more aggressive behavior” (p. 1599).  It is also 

likely that their personal background impacts whether the violent video games influence them.  

Hofferth (2010) continued, “Exposure [to violent video games] was more harmful for youth who 

were more aggressive to begin with” (p. 1600).  Additionally, there is the possibility that the 

players who choose violent video games already have aggressive or violent tendencies. “If 

aggressive children attend to more violent media than less aggressive children; media use may 

have no additional impact” (Hofferth, 2010, p. 1602).  Based on these findings, it is difficult to 
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determine whether video games with violent content are causing children to become more 

aggressive and violent, or if children who were aggressive and violent to begin with are the ones 

choosing this genre of video game.  Regardless, it is clear that violent video games often go hand 

in hand with violent/aggressive actions by the children who play them.   

 As Prensky (2006) highlights, it is also important to be discerning when determining 

whether studies have considered all possible factors;  

 It’s (sic) easy enough to find studies that show correlations between exposure to violent 

media and aggressive behavior. Or experiments that show rises in averages. But could 

playing violent non-electronic games like football or rugby have the same effect? Highly 

likely. (p. 17)   

As an example, in her 2010 study, Hofferth found that an increase in video game use lead to an 

increase in behavior problems;  

 Boys’ behavior is at risk as a result of video game use; the results showed a consistent 

detrimental association of video game time with the externalizing behavior of boys, though 

the effect was small. Greater video game time has been shown in other studies to lead to 

more aggressive behavior. (p. 1617) 

However, her study did not consider the content of the games, the home environment, whether the 

boys had a pre-existing behavioral disorder, or any other potential outside effects.  Therefore, the 

cause of the increase in behavior problems was not certain.  Goldstein (2001) pointed out that 

researchers of violent video games often reach confusing, weak conclusions as a result of their 

propensity to confuse correlation and causation, poorly designed research and cryptic definitions.  

Violent video games, just like violent movies, or violent reality are most likely associated with 
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aggressive thoughts and behavior. However, one cannot say that violent video games are the cause 

of this kind of behavior.  Prensky (2006) explained, 

 If a child did nothing but watch violent movies…play violent games…or saw nothing but 

violence in and around his home, one could reasonably expect their behavior to be violent. 

Unless, of course, there are counterbalancing influences…Most American kids are also 

exposed to frequent media messages telling them that violence is not the way to solve life’s 

problems…So when children see or experience something violent, yes, they take in those 

images and emotions…, but they also balance them in their mind against all the other 

messages they receive. (p. 20-21) 

Violent situations provide valuable opportunities to have conversations with our children, in which 

we are able to impart good values, ethics and morals.  Obviously, age and maturity level should 

play a part in the content to which children are exposed.  Prensky (2006) continued,  

 We must, of course, watch out for our very youngest children, who have the most trouble 

sorting and discriminating…There will always be kids who do not get society’s message 

from their parents or elsewhere. But they are the exception…It is certainly in our public 

interest to keep such counter-messages as frequent and strong as possible. (p. 70)  

If there are positive messages counter-balancing the negative ones on a regular basis, children who 

are exposed to video game violence will hopefully have framework that influences their response 

to it. Most gamers after killing a character in a video game will not immediately conclude, “this is 

something I want to do in real life now.”  They typically have positive messages that tell them, 

“death happens and sometimes murder happens and those are very sad and unfortunate realities.”  

That is not to say that there are not individuals who are both severely disturbed and enjoy playing 
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violent video games. To reiterate, that does not necessarily mean that the video games they choose 

are causing them to be violent and disturbed.   

 There are many people who assume that the majority of video games contain violence. In 

reality, most video games are not violent.  Video game themes represent a wide range of interests.  

Prensky (2006) pointed out, “The majority of video games are rated ‘E (everybody),’ and fourteen 

of the top 20 video game best-sellers and fifteen of the top computer game best sellers are rated 

either ‘E’ or ‘T (teen)’” (p. 14). Just a few examples of popular non-violent video games include: 

active games such as Kinect Sports and Wii Fit, arcade games such as Mario and Angry Birds, 

sports games such as EA Baseball, Madden, NFL, and driving games, and strategy games such as 

Minecraft, Pokemon, and Sim City. 

 Every person has unique reactions to different emotions and impulses.  Some people may 

choose to go for a run in an effort to release pent up emotions. Others may go to the gym to punch 

or kick a punching bag. Still others may go somewhere alone to scream, cry, laugh, or listen to 

loud music.  Unfortunately, there are others who resort to violence.  A study by Ferguson and 

Olson (2013) found that sometimes violent video games actually had a slight cathartic effect on 

players –especially those with behavior or attention issues –by giving them an outlet to release 

some of their aggressive tendencies and/or bullying behavior.   

 According to a Pew Research report by Duggan (2015), 49% of American adults play video 

games.  With millions of Americans playing video games, one might think that video-game caused 

violence would be prevalent.  However, there may actually be evidence that video gaming leads to 

fewer instances of violence.  In 2005, the science editor at the New York Times, Anahad O’Connor, 

examined all the evidence, and wrote this: “Studies generally show that violent video games can 

have short-term or momentary effects on children, but there is little evidence of long-term 
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changes” (para. 6).  This statement has been reinforced by recent trends that have emerged as 

video game use has become the primary mode of entertainment for millions of men and boys. 

According to Tyre (2008),  

 In the last fifteen years, during the time video gaming has become the dominant form of 

entertainment for young boys, violent crime among juveniles has plummeted. Murders are 

down 68 percent, rape is down 25 percent, robbery is down 43 percent, and assaults are 

down 26 percent. (p. 189)   

Although video game play may be providing opportunities for boys to release their aggression in a 

non-violent way, it may be stopping them from doing other things as well.  Tyre (2008) continued,  

 As gaming becomes the dominant form of entertainment for our sons –and increasingly, 

part of their classroom experience –the lives of our sons may be growing poorer, not richer. 

Sure, crime rates have dropped. But so has boys’ involvement in out-of-school activities 

that support learning, improve socialization, and promote community. In the last twenty 

years, the amount of time that teenage boys report spending reading; attending a concert, a 

dance performance, or the theater; or wandering into a museum has plummeted. So has the 

amount of time they spend outdoors. Gaming is a tricky past-time to keep under control –

even by kids who don’t appear to be problem gamers. (p. 199)  

Is video game play cultivating a culture of apathy?  Hofferth (2010) found, “video game play 

lead[s] to less prosocial behavior, such as donating to others” (p. 1601).  Once again, it is difficult 

to know if video games are the cause of the decline in prosocial behavior or if the gamers are in 

homes where prosocial behavior would not have been a priority regardless of video game play. 

Could there be other outside factors contributing to these behaviors (or lack of behaviors)? 
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 Morality. Video games may not necessarily be causing players to become more violent, but 

is it possible they are contributing to a decline in their morality? According to Sanford and Madill 

(2007),  

 Unless taught how to notice and critique the social values and assumptions in a game, 

video game players are mostly unaware of the broader social practices embedded in video 

game content and play. Video games are not created to allow for reflection or 

contemplation of values: to succeed a player must accept the game rules, rules that are 

steeped in particular values and assumptions about the way the world works. (p. 449)   

If this is true, the values and moral practices of the game creators are by default passed on to the 

players. Prensky (2006) argued the opposite when he said,  

 Video games are unique among media in that they do provide the ability to make decisions 

and see and feel their consequences…Unlike other media where we don’t (sic) participate, 

games can actually engender feelings of guilt, the feeling we get when we know we did 

something ethically or morally wrong. (p. 111)   

Making these moral choices in video games gives boys the valuable opportunity to reflect and 

debate these choices with others in real life. 

  Prensky (2006) also pointed out, “To make ethical judgments, we have to think about what 

we observe and do, and put it in some context. We also need situations to talk about and 

someone to talk with. Games…can provide both” (p. 109-110).  It may, however, be 

difficult to find the balance between allowing our children to be exposed to certain 

situations in order to teach them the proper response and protecting our kids from 

unnecessary exposure to situations which they are not yet mature enough to understand and 

process.  
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 Health. Gaming has also been found to make an impact on the health of gamers. While the 

immediate response may be, “gaming has a negative impact on the health of those who play”, there 

is also evidence of positive results. As Prensky (2006) explained,  

 Kids with chronic conditions who played the disease management games at home for six 

months reduced their urgent care and emergency visits by as much as 77 percent (sic), 

while there was no change in clinical visits for kids who played non-health related 

entertainment video games at home for the same amount of time. (p. 123)   

Prensky (2006) also gave an example of a video game which was found to increase the daily fruit 

and vegetable intake by an average of one serving a day for the children who were playing the 

game.  Interestingly, Hofferth (2010) found that “Greater use of all media except video games was 

associated with less sleep” (p. 1615).  In other words, in this specific study, the gamers were not 

getting any less sleep than non-gamers.  However, Hofferth (2010) found that video games “may 

also be linked to behavior problems because of displacement of normal outdoor activities” (p. 

1616).  There are physical and mental needs that are met by spending time outside exercising and 

enjoying what nature has to offer.  Perhaps video games are indirectly causing behavior problems 

by replacing this outdoor time.  However, would the same behavior problems also be apparent for 

a child who displaces playing outside with, for example, reading inside all day?  Hofferth (2010) 

also found that “Video game time… [was] not related to time playing sports. Greater video game 

time was associated with less time spent in outdoor activities” (p. 1608).  However, with the 

growing popularity of augmented reality-type games like Pokemon Go, that statistic may now be 

outdated.   

 The impact of video gaming on grades. How does video game play affect the academic 

success of boys? As Tyre (2008) illustrated, 
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 Almost nothing about the lives of boys these days concerns parents and teachers quite as 

much as our sons’ seemingly boundless appetite for video games. Many parents of an 

underachieving boy are sure there’s a link between their son’s obsession with Madden and 

the C’s and D’s on his report card. (p. 186)  

Are their concerns justified?  One aspect to consider is whether there is balance in the life of the 

gamer.  How much time is being spent playing video games in contrast to other activities? Tyre 

(2008) explained, 

 It’s almost a certainty that a gaming habit exceeding two hours a day is undermining his 

social or scholastic life. He needs your help to grasp the difference between fascination and 

obsession. He needs guidance on how to balance gaming with eating, sleeping, homework, 

interacting with friends, and active play. (p. 200)  

 Hofferth’s (2010) study gave some insight into the academic impact of video game play on 

boys; “Video game play was associated with spending less time in three achievement- or health-

related activities –reading, studying, and spending time out of doors” (p. 1615).  The impact of 

video gaming on grades is clearly also dependent on a multitude of factors such as amount of time 

spent playing and what genre the games are.  Hofferth (2010) explained, “Consequences can also 

occur because media used for entertainment or social activities may displace activities such as 

studying, reading, physically active sports and outdoor activities, nonscreen play, and sleep, which 

positively contribute to health and development” (p. 1601).  It is evident that when boys are busy 

playing video games, they are not going to be busy participating in other activities.  Whether that is 

positive (staying out of trouble) or negative (not participating in social/physical/academic 

activities) is less obvious. Hofferth’s (2010) study, which looked at the same children in 1997 and 

2003, also revealed, “High video game hours were, for girls, associated with…lower 
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score[s]...There were no associations between the measures of boys’ overall computer and video 

game time in 1997 and their achievements in 2003” (p. 1611).  Additionally, Hofferth (2010) 

found that the amount of time boys spent playing video games was not associated with their 

academic achievement; “Change in video game time was not associated with change in boys’ 

achievement for any group” (p. 1614). 

 Hofferth (2010) summarized her study;  

 In contrast to what was expected based upon observational learning theory, video game 

playing had neither positive nor negative associations with any measures of boys’ academic 

achievement… The results support the argument that video game play has the potential to 

improve learning. However, excessive video game time appears detrimental to learning; a 

high level of video game play was linked to a reduced applied problems test score for girls 

in the lagged models. The reason for detrimental effects on learning is that video game time 

displaces valuable reading and study time. If reading and study time were not displaced, 

video games could improve learning. (p. 1616)  

Even though boys spend more time playing video games than girls, their achievement does not 

appear to be significantly affected, at least at the levels of play occurring in 1997 and 2003.  

Although girls’ vocabulary and reading declined with greater video game use, increased video 

game play was associated with increased problem-solving skills for girls.  As expected, moderate 

use appeared to be beneficial whereas extensive video game time was not (Hofferth, 2010, p. 

1617).  In their study, Sanford and Madill (2007) concluded,  

 Our observations and conversations with adolescent boys suggest that significant, powerful 

learning is happening through video game play and creation, and calls into question claims 
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that boys are not succeeding at literacy, instead suggesting the potential for critical 

engagement with new literacies. (p. 432)  

 As previously mentioned, video games are specifically designed to be hard enough to 

challenge the player, but not so hard that the player cannot succeed.  Prensky (2006) explained, 

“This idea of exercising and stretching the learner, rather than just making him or her more 

comfortable, is typical of the innovative learning techniques built into the modern, complex 

electronic games our kids play” (p. 95).  Rosser (2008) agreed that good video games have 

“features that are highly motivating” and put the desire in gamers to “continue to play games, even 

after failure, to get better at them” (italics in original, p. 124).  Because of the highly motivating 

nature of video games, especially to boys, it is worthwhile for video games to be evaluated as an 

invaluable classroom tool.  If video games can motivate boys enough to keep them engaged for 

hours at home, they must also possess the ability to keep them engaged in a classroom.  Many of 

the methods used in mainstream games have already been integrated into educational “video 

gaming” programs such as Rosetta Stone.  The learner is encouraged to continue by receiving 

badges or awards (much like unlocking an achievement) for completing specific tasks in the game. 

 One of the academic benefits for video gamers is the ability to gain knowledge while 

enjoying game play rather than traditional lecture/textbook-style learning.  As Cheng et al. (2012) 

explained, “Due to the implicit educational function, games with narrative scenarios or stories 

enable players to absorb knowledge unconsciously during the gaming process. Young students, 

attracted to these educational computer games, will develop their cognition and experience as the 

games unfold” (p. 215).  Much like books, many video games use stories to transfer information.  

Gros (2007) stated, “Adventure and simulation games provide complex learning environments that 

are appropriate for the acquisition of learning” (p. 36).  While they will not and should not replace 
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books as the primary vehicle for knowledge transfer, it is worth considering that video games are 

an excellent resource and companion to books by illustrating concepts in an interactive way.  

 How does video gaming impact the amount of time that boys are spending reading?  

According to Hofferth (2010), “The more time spent playing video games…the less time spent 

reading for pleasure…Greater video game…time [was] associated with less nonscreen study time” 

(p. 1608).  If an increase in video game play leads to a decrease in reading, how does this impact 

reading levels and abilities?  

 A case study by Skogen (2012) focused on an eleven-year-old boy named Aaron who 

attended a public school.  He had been diagnosed with a learning disability that interfered with his 

ability to learn how to read.  Although Aaron had been given additional help through teacher’s 

aides and individualized reading instruction, nothing seemed to help.  Ultimately, his mother 

decided to send him to a private school.  While attending the private school, Aaron “became a 

member of the group of boys who played video games in the computer room at school…[and] 

began asking his mother to buy him games and game consoles so he could also play at home” (p. 

63).  The particular private school which Aaron attended was a Sudbury school in which the 

students were given the freedom to spend the day as they wish with no required classes to attend.  

After a year and a half of virtually no organized reading instruction, Aaron learned how to read by 

spending the majority of his time playing video games.  When interviewed, Aaron admitted that he 

was bored with the books being offered at his public school (Skogen, 2012).  In other words, video 

games had a motivating factor for this boy which a traditional classroom did not offer. 

 While this exact scenario may not work for everyone, video games could offer a solution in 

an area where boys seem to be struggling the most –reading.  As Skogen (2012) explained, “It is 

the motivational force of video games that can have the greatest impact on slow to learn readers” 
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(p. 54).  For boys who are highly interested in video games, reading is often a requirement in order 

to understand how to play.  As Prensky (2006) explained, “Many games require kids to read, and 

when they do, every word on the game screen (and there are lots of words, often at a much higher 

level than what the kids are reading in school) is spelled correctly. And interest in spelling and 

games can go together” (p. 150-151).  How does all of this ‘required reading’ impact these 

gamers?  According to Prensky (2006), “Kids will read at a level over their head if it’s (sic) in 

these areas where they’ve (sic) really been turned on by these games” (p. 165).  Clearly, children 

are highly motivated to read when the content is a topic they are very interested in- something boys 

seem to not be finding in their current required reading lists. 

 In a study by Steinkuehler (2010), the reading performance of an eighth grade boy named 

Julio was examined. He was tested at a fifth-grade level several times. However, when he was 

allowed to select his own text, one relating to his favorite interest –video game play, he “read four 

grades above his diagnosed reading level, not three grades below it” (p. 62).  The ability for Julio 

to choose a topic that appealed to him had a direct impact on his motivation for reading 

challenging texts.  Steinkuehler (2010) concluded the study by saying,  

 Video games are a legitimate medium of expression. They recruit important digital literacy 

practices. Perhaps best of all, because they are an area of passionate interest for many 

young men, they are one place where you can see what they are truly capable of. (p. 63)   

While boys are clearly interested in video games, they often are much less interested in the 

teacher- or school- selected required readings.  Steinkuehler (2010) pointed out,  

 We judge whether young men…can read and write competently based on their 

performance on topics we care about…Those are not always topics he cares about. The 

misfortune here is that, at times, we can then end up making claims about [his] ‘ability’ 
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when what we really have is evidence of [his] ‘interests.’ Thus, we confound our measures 

of competence with issues of culture or so-called ‘taste.’ (p. 63) 

Perhaps a combination of boy-friendly books and the incorporation of text-rich video games could 

increase the rates of male literacy in our schools.  

 One important factor to consider is the possibility that video games are preparing boys for 

literacies which educators are not yet aware of or prepared to formally teach. Video games could 

be introducing the next generation to skills which they will be required to use in their future 

careers.  In our increasingly interconnected world, the ability to multitask, socialize and cooperate 

online has become highly important in today’s economy.  Gros (2007) pointed out, “Videogames 

are useful instruments for learning specific strategies and for acquiring knowledge; they also 

develop the learning that is characteristic of the culture of the information society, and this 

learning is likely to have long-term consequences” (p. 28).  By not utilizing this new resource, it is 

an unfortunate possibility that we are not fully preparing our children for the world of tomorrow.  

Sanford and Madill (2007) also explained,  

 Our observations and conversations with adolescent boys suggest that significant, powerful 

learning is happening through video game play and creation, and calls into question claims 

that boys are not succeeding at literacy, instead suggesting the potential for critical 

engagement with new literacies. (p. 432)  

Gros (2007) also mentioned these skills, stating that the spatial and dynamic aspects of very 

popular action games could serve as a foundation for a future in science and technology (p. 29).  

Hofferth (2010) expounded, “game playing has potentially positive effects, such as improved 

motor skills, spatial skills, iconic skills (the ability to read images), practice in logic, problem 

solving, visual attention, and active learning, practice, and discovery leading to mastery” (p. 1599).  
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Summarizing and identifying main points are not easy skills to acquire. However, it seems that 

playing video games may help to refine these skills.  University of Rochester neuroscientists Green 

and Bavelier (2003) found that video games improved the ‘visual selective attention’ of the 

gamers. In other words, children who play video games are often able to differentiate which factors 

are most important, focus on those aspects, and filter out the rest in visually chaotic scenarios (as 

cited by Prensky, 2006, p. 8).  

 Because video gaming is a relatively new pastime, there are many aspects which have yet 

to be studied. For example, Gros (2007) pointed out, “Much of the research on the impact of 

computer games on cognitive skills has only measured the effects of game playing immediately 

after practice, and does not address questions about the cumulative impact of interactive games on 

cognition” (p. 30).  As the first generation of video gamers reach adulthood and middle age, 

researchers will undoubtedly invest in studies that examine the long-term effects of video game 

play. 

 Regardless of what many outside observers believe, playing video games is not a mentally 

passive activity. Steinkuehler (2010) explained,  

 Unlike television, books, or any other media that came before them, video games are about 

a back and forth between reading the game’s meanings and writing back into them. In 

effect, games are narrative spaces that the player inscribes with his or her own intent.” (p. 

61) 

 Finding ways to keep students motivated can be a highly difficult task.  Video game play is 

an activity which seems to especially engage and interest most male students.  As Cheng et al. 

(2012) explained, “A game with competition and incentives can increase the students’ learning 

interests and…can effectively enhance the students’ learning motivation and effectiveness (p. 225).  
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Video game play may be a motivational activity for boys, but is it an activity that is appropriate 

and effective in an educational environment?  Whitton (2012) said,  

 All games, digital and traditional, naturally embody a range of techniques that help to 

create effective learning experiences, and ways of stimulating and enhancing player 

engagement to create environments that are motivational, safe and free from consequences 

in the real world. (p. 252)   

There are many similarities between learning how to play a video game and learning traditional 

subjects in the classroom. A player begins by learning rules and basic concepts, gradually applying 

knowledge and skills to the challenges presented in the game.  The player continues developing 

skills and abilities as the game introduces progressively more challenging scenarios. As each 

corresponding competency is achieved, the player is rewarded with a new set of challenges.  

 Based on these statements, it seems apparent that there are opportunities to utilize video 

games in the education of boys.  As in most areas of life, balance is key when it comes to video 

game play.  As Prensky (2006) stated,  

 Kids should lead a balanced life. This typically includes, in addition to game-playing, time 

devoted to school, homework, sports and athletic activities, hobbies, playing outdoors, 

reading, etc. As parents it’s (sic) our job to make this happen. But if it doesn’t (sic)…let’s 

not take the easy route and immediately blame (and therefore ban) our children’s games. 

(p. 17) 

Research has shown that there is a gap between male and female academic success today.  Males 

are struggling in higher numbers than females in areas such as attention and behavior disorder 

diagnoses and grades.  Many possible solutions to this problem have been presented, including the 
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incorporation of video game play in the classroom.  The next section will present the methodology 

that was used in conducting this study. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 

 The purpose of this study is to determine how video gaming at home influenced the 

academic success of 4th and 5th grade boys at Telegraph Intermediate School in the Jefferson R-VII 

School District near St. Louis, Missouri during the 2013-2014 school year. This chapter will 

identify the subject selection and give a description of the subjects.  It will then provide 

information on the instrumentation used, describe the data collection procedures, and explain the 

steps of the data analysis.  Finally, the limitations present in the methodology will be identified and 

explained.  

Subject Selection and Description 

 The subject selection was 266 students who were enrolled in 4th and 5th grade from 2013-

2014 at Telegraph Intermediate School. I had just recently moved to the area, and was hoping to 

have the opportunity to learn about the school and the student population. Although Telegraph 

Intermediate School was not the closest intermediate school to where I was located, they were the 

only school whose principal granted me permission to conduct a study on the students. The 

population of Telegraph Intermediate School was primarily middle class with approximately 35 

percent qualifying for the Federal Free and Reduced Lunch program. There was very minimal 

ethnic diversity, with 98 percent of the students identifying as Caucasian. 

 I chose these specific subjects because I believe 4th and 5th grade boys are young enough to 

be willing to try new methods in the classroom as well as adapt their behavior and feelings toward 

school based on the changes. They are also old enough to understand how video gaming works and 

express an interest in it. I am hoping the results of this study will accurately translate to other 4th 

and 5th grade boys educated in American public schools, and lead to similar studies that highlight 

how video gaming affects the academic success of all boys educated in American public schools. 
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Instrumentation 

 I created a flyer which provided a brief overview of the topic of my study and invited the 

parents of the 4th and 5th grade students to participate in a survey (see Appendix A).  Additionally, 

I created a letter which gave a more thorough explanation of the content of the survey and how the 

results of the survey would assist in my study.  As an incentive to complete the survey, I explained 

in the letter that a participant would be chosen at random to receive a Walmart gift card.  This 

letter was distributed to the parents who chose to participate in the survey (see Appendix B).  

Finally, I created a survey which addressed topics such as how much time per day the child was 

engaging in video gaming, what genre of video games were being played, and whether the child 

was playing with others or alone (see Appendix C).  I chose to create my own instruments because 

at the time I was unable to find any existing instruments that would be appropriate for this specific 

study. Prior to distributing the surveys, I completed a pilot run on them to test for 

misunderstandings and useless items. 

Data Collection Procedures 

 The principals of several nearby schools were contacted by email (and letter if necessary) 

to inform them of my study and request approval for me to conduct my study at their prospective 

school.  Eventually I narrowed my study down to one school where the principal was the most 

supportive and willing to allow me to conduct my study.  It was my intention to contact each 4th 

and 5th grade teacher, the school nurse(s), and the school counselor(s) to request their participation 

in providing additional information.  Unfortunately, because of the Child Protection Act and other 

local school privacy agreements, I was not given approval to do so. I intended to distribute a 

“home video gaming habits” survey to the parents of the 4th and 5th grade male students.  I planned 

to compare the results of those surveys to various student records (grades, behavior and attention 
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diagnosis, classroom behavior) from the previous (2012-2013) school year as well as from the 

current (2013-2014) school year.  I would then distribute surveys to the 4th and 5th grade teachers 

regarding engagement, behavior, and attention of their male students. However, before I was able 

to begin any of these steps, I was informed that due to the teachers, nurses, and counselors 

currently being very over-extended, I was not permitted to be in contact with them at all.  I was 

also told that due to privacy laws, my only option of reaching out to the parents was to hang fliers 

in the school, inviting them to complete a survey.  On the survey, the parents were given 

permission to provide as little or as much information as they desired.  The factors of academic 

success that were measured included: maintaining a “B” grade average or higher, no behavioral 

disorder diagnosis, and no attention disorder diagnosis. 

Data Analysis   

 Data was analyzed by comparing the answers which the parents provided on the survey. 

Factors which were compared include grades and behavior/attention diagnosis of the male students 

who played no video games to the male students who played an average amount of video games 

(less than one hour per day) and the male students who played a high amount of video games (one 

to four hours per day). The game selection was also analyzed, as well as whether the games were 

played alone or with other people. 

Limitations 

 The most severe limitation of this study was that all of the results and feedback was 

provided by the parents of the students.  Because of this, some or all of the information provided 

was certainly biased, exaggerated, or false. Some of the fields were left blank by the parents.  The 

surveys were only completed and submitted by the parents who chose to share it.  Because of 

privacy restrictions, the official grades and medical (behavior and attention diagnosis) records of 
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the students were unable to be attained. Although “student engagement” was intended to be 

measured as an indication of overall academic success, there was no ability to measure this due to 

a lack of access to the teachers or students.   

Summary 

 These methods were used to collect information on how the use of home video gaming 

affects male learning in 4th and 5th grade classes at Telegraph Intermediate School. Using survey as 

the main instrument, the impact of home video gaming on academic success was examined. 

Specific factors of academic success that were studied included: the ability to maintain a “B” grade 

average or higher, no behavior disorder diagnosis, and no attention disorder diagnosis.  It is worth 

noting that regardless of a behavioral or attention disorder diagnosis, students are fully capable of 

experiencing academic success. As aforementioned in the limitations, this study intended to 

measure classroom behavior and classroom attention based on student records and teacher 

feedback, as this is frequently an indication of the student’s ability to absorb information.  In the 

next chapter, I will give the responses from the survey and translate those results to answer the 

research questions presented earlier.  
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Chapter IV: Results 

 The purpose of this study was to identify how the academic success of 4th and 5th grade 

boys enrolled at Telegraph Intermediate School during the 2013-2014 school year was impacted by 

home video game play.  Surveys were distributed to the parents of the boys as the method of 

measuring this effect. This chapter will present the responses from the surveys and, with the use of 

graphs, illustrate the relationship between home video gaming habits and classroom success.  At 

the conclusion of this chapter, the research questions from chapter one will be reexamined and 

answered using the data collected in the survey. 

Demographic Information 

 There were 266 total students enrolled in 4th and 5th grade during the 2013-2014 school 

year –when this study was conducted.  This total includes female students as well as males.  The 

survey yielded 40 results. Twenty-six of the responses were from parents of male students; 

fourteen were from parents of female students.  Although it is unknown what the ethnicity and 

cultural background of the specific respondents was; in the school overall there was very minimal 

ethnic diversity, with 98 percent of the students identifying as Caucasian.    

Item Analysis 

 This section provides an analysis of the responses of the individual survey questions.  

 Survey question 1. In the past year, the amount of time my 4th/5th grade child has spent 

playing video games at home has: 

• Decreased Significantly (3 responses) 

• Decreased Slightly (8 responses) 

• Remained about the same (25 responses) (one response said child does not play video 

games) 
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• Increased Slightly (3 responses) 

• Increased Significantly (1 response) 

 

Figure 1. How amount of video game play has changed over the past 12 months. This figure 

illustrates how the amount of time spent playing video games has changed for students over the 

past 12 months, separated by grade and gender. 

Survey question 2. The average amount of time my 4th/5th grade child spends playing 

video games at home is approximately: 

• 4+ hours per day (0) 

• 2-4 hours per day (2) 

• 1-2 hours per day (5) (one stated this is only on the weekdays and that they spend 2-4 

hours per day on the weekends) (one stated about 4 hours on Saturdays on occasion)  

• Less than 1 hour per day (24) (one specified, “would like to be behind set all day”) 

• My child spends no time playing video games at home (9) (one response said child 

plays maybe 3-4 hours per month) (one response said “3 hours per month) (one 

response said “we play Wii about twice a year”) (one response said mostly has not 

played video games at all in the last year, but began playing “less than 1 hour per day” 
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in the last few weeks) (one response said “does not play every day. Maybe 1-2 times 

per month”) 

The majority of the survey responses (24) stated that their child played video games at 

home for approximately less than one hour per day.  One of these responses explained that if it 

were up to the child, he would play all day.  Nine of the responses said that their child spends no 

time playing video games at home.  However, several of the responses came with explanations that 

while their child does not play every day, he/she plays several times per month.  Five responses 

said that their child plays 1-2 hours per day.  One of these responses clarified that the amount their 

child plays on the weekends is increased to more like 2-4 hours per day.  Two responses stated that 

their child played 2-4 hours per day approximately.  Twenty-three percent of male students play 

video games for more than 1 hour per day while only 7% of female students do. 

 

Figure 2. Length of time spent playing video games. This figure demonstrates the percentage of 

students who spent a set amount of time daily playing video games sorted by grade and gender. 
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Figure 3. Amount of time spent playing video games by gender. This figure demonstrates the 

percentage of students who play video games for a specified daily amount of time, divided by 

gender. 

Survey question 3.  My 4th/5th grade child usually plays games (select all that apply): 

• Alone (10) 

• Alone but with others in the room (15) 

• Together with Friends/Family members who are in the same room (22) 

• Together with Friends/Family members who are playing online from a separate location 

(2) 

• With strangers who are playing online from a separate location (1) 

• Not applicable (4) 

Many of the responses to this question included more than one selection.  However, the majority of 

the responses (22) included “my child usually plays video games together with friends/family 

members who are in the same room”.  Fifteen of the responses included “alone but with others in 

the room”.  Ten stated that their child usually plays games completely alone, at least part of the 

time.  Two of the responses said that the child plays video games with friends or family members 
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who are in a separate location.  Four of the responses said that this question was not applicable.  

One of the responses said that their child plays with strangers who are playing online from a 

separate location.  

 

Figure 4. How students choose to play video games. This figure illustrates what percentage of 

students choose to play video games in different ways, separated by grade and gender. 

 Survey question 4.  My 4th/5th grade child talks to me or others about the video games 

he/she is playing: 

• When he/she is playing them (9) 

• When he/she is not playing them (5) 

• All of the above (17) 

• Not applicable (9) 
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Figure 5. When students talked about video games. This figure illustrates the percentage of 

students who talked about video games in different ways, sorted by grade and gender. 

Survey question 5. The games my 4th/5th grade child plays most are (select all that apply): 

• Active (Kinect Sports, Wii Fit, etc.) (19) 

• Arcade (Mario, Super Smash Bros, Angry Birds, etc) (14) 

• Sports (EA Baseball, Madden, NFL 2013, Driving, etc) (16) 

• Strategy (Sim City, Plants vs Zombies, Pokemon, etc) (8) 

• Adventure (Zelda, Final Fantasy, Fable, World of Warcraft, etc) (4) 

• First-person shooter (Halo, Call of Duty, Battlefield, Assassin’s Creed, etc) (10- one 

stated rarely) 
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• Other: Skylanders (2), Planet 51, Cars, Hunting Games, Rockband, “Anything as long 

as is a game he will choose- more of 1st person games”, Minecraft, Iphone apps, Angry 

Birds, Kindle app builds (11) 

• No response (2) 

While 22.6% of the respondents said their child played mostly active games, 16.7% chose arcade-

style games.  Nineteen percent said the preferred game was sports related.  Strategy games were 

the preferred game for 9.5% of the respondents.  Only 4.8% chose adventure games.  First person 

shooter games were chosen by 11.9% of the respondents.  “Other” was chosen by 13.1%, and 2.4% 

made no selection.  Because most respondents made multiple selections, there are more responses 

than surveys. 
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Figure 6. Types of video games played by students. This figure demonstrates the different types of 

video games enjoyed by students, sorted by grade and gender. 

Survey question 6. In regards to my 4th/5th grade child playing video games, I usually: 

• Discourage him/her from playing them (11- one specified “she doesn’t ask to play”) 

• Have a neutral attitude about him/her playing them (30) 

• Encourage him/her to play them (0) 

There are 41 responses because one of the participants said that they both discourage their child 

and have a neutral attitude. 
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Figure 7. Parents' attitudes toward video games. This figure depicts what percentage of parents 

hold different views on video games, divided by grade and gender. 

Survey question 7. My child is a: 

• 4th grade girl (6) 

• 4th grade boy (16) 

• 5th grade girl (8) 

• 5th grade boy (10) 
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Figure 8. Reported household income of respondents. This figure demonstrates the distribution of 

yearly household income reported by respondents. 

Survey question 9. The highest level of education completed by the child’s mother 

is______: 

 

Figure 9. Education level of students' mothers. This figure illustrates the distribution of different 

education levels for students' mothers. 
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Survey question 10. The highest level of education completed by the child’s father 

is_____:

  

Figure 10. Education level of students' fathers. This figure illustrates the distribution of different 

education levels for students' fathers. 
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Figure 11. Family arrangements. This figure demonstrates the percentage of respondents reporting 

different family arrangements. 

 Survey question 12. My 4th/5th grade child has been diagnosed with a behavioral disorder. 

• True (4) 

• False (33) 

• N/A (2) 

• Currently Being tested (1) 

Fifty percent of students with behavior disorders were 4th grade males, 50% were 5th grade males, 

and 0% were female students. 

 

Figure 12. Behavioral disorders. This figure illustrates the percentage of students diagnosed with 

behavior disorders. 
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• N/A (3) 

Sixty-three percent of students with attention disorders were 4th grade males, 37% were 5th grade 

males, and 0% were females. 

 

Figure 13. Attention disorders. This figure illustrates the percentage of students diagnosed with an 

attention disorder. 

 Survey question 14. My 4th/5th grade child’s grades are usually: 

• As 

• Bs 

• Cs 

• Ds 

• Fs 

67% of ‘C’ students were 4th grade males, 33% were 5th grade males, and 0% were females. Most 

respondents made more than one selection. For the purposes of this study, the research focused on 

only the lowest grade they selected. 
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Figure 14. Students' grades. This figure illustrates the percentage of students receiving different 

grades. 

Research Questions 

 This section provides a brief reexamination of the research questions from chapter one.  

Additionally, using the data collected from the survey, answers to the research questions are 

drawn.  

 Research question #1: What effect do video games played at home have on behavior in 

4th and 5th grade boys? Items 1, 2, 3, 5 and 12 on the survey addressed this question.  Item 1 

asked how the amount of time the child has spent playing video games has changed in the past 

year.  Item 2 asked how many hours per day the child played video games at home.  Item 3 asked 

whether the child plays video games alone or with others.  Item 5 asked which types of video 

games the child usually plays.  Item 12 asked whether the child had been diagnosed with a 

behavior disorder.  

 Out of the four respondents who stated that their child had been diagnosed with a behavior 

disorder, the first respondent (#24) said that the amount of time their child spends playing video 
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games has decreased significantly in the past year.  The respondent specified that video games are 

taken away for poor behavior.  The child plays less than one hour per day, but “would like to be 

behind it all day”.  The child usually plays alone or alone but with others in the same room.  He 

plays active, arcade, strategy, adventure, and first person shooter games.  The respondent 

expounded that the child “likes anything as long as it is a game, but he will choose more of first 

person shooter games”.  The child is a 4th grade boy. 

 The next respondent (#31) said that their child has spent about the same amount of time 

playing video games over the past year, which is approximately less than 1 hour per day.  The 

child usually plays together with friends and/or family members in the same room.  The child 

usually plays active, arcade, and first person shooter games.  The respondent specified “we only let 

our kids play ‘E’ games. The child is a 5th grade boy.  

 The next respondent (#32) said that the time their child has spent playing video games has 

increased slightly in the past year.  The child plays for approximately 1-2 hours per day and 

usually plays the games together with friends and/or family members who are in the same room. 

The child plays mostly sports games and is a 5th grade boy.   

 The next respondent (#38) said that the amount of time their child has spent playing video 

games has remained about the same in the past year, which is approximately 1-2 hours per day.  

The child plays video games in many settings including alone, alone with others in the room, 

together with friends and/or family members who are in the same room, and together with 

friends/family members who are playing online from a separate location. The types of games the 

child usually plays are active, strategy, and arcade. He is a 4th grade boy.   

 Two of the respondents who stated that their child had been diagnosed with a behavioral 

disorder also stated that their child had been diagnosed with an attention disorder. All four of the 
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respondents who stated that their child had been diagnosed with a behavioral disorder were parents 

to male students.  

 Unfortunately, one of the limitations of this study was that I was unable to discuss behavior 

with the school counselors, nurses, teachers, principals or parents.  These results are limited to only 

the students whose parents chose to reveal that their child had been diagnosed with a medical 

behavioral disorder.  These statistics do not include students who may be struggling with behavior 

issues but have not been officially diagnosed.  Additionally, two of the respondents chose not to 

answer this question.  

 All of the parents of students with behavioral disorders reported discouraging their children 

from playing video games.  The amount of time spent playing video games over the past year 

remained the same for 50% of the students with behavioral disorders.  The time increased slightly 

for 25% and decreased significantly for 25%.  Fifty percent of students with behavioral disorders 

reported playing less than an hour per day; the other 50% reported playing 1-2 hours per day.  

Thirty-seven percent of the students with behavioral disorders play video games together with 

others who are in the same room.  Twenty-five percent play alone but with others in the room 

while 25% play entirely alone.  The remaining 13% play together with others who are playing 

online from a separate location.  All of the students diagnosed with behavioral disorders were 

males. 
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Figure 15. Types of video games played by students with behavioral disorders. This figure 

illustrates the different game types usually played by students with behavioral disorders.  

 Research question #2: What effect do video games played at home have on attention in 

4th and 5th grade boys?  Items 1, 2, 3, 5 and 13 on the survey addressed this question. Item 1 

asked how the amount of time the child has spent playing video games has changed in the past 

year.  Item 2 asked how many hours per day the child played video games at home.  Item 3 asked 

whether the child plays video games alone or with others.  Item 5 asked which types of video 

games the child usually plays.  Item 13 asked whether the child had been diagnosed with an 

attention disorder.  

 Out of the eight respondents who stated that their child had been diagnosed with an 

attention disorder, the first respondent (#3) said that the amount of time their child had spent 

playing video games has decreased slightly in the past year.  The child spends approximately three 

hours per month playing video games, and only plays them together with friends or family 
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members who are in the same room.  The child usually plays active games as well as Planet 51 and 

Cars.  The child is a 4th grade boy.  

 The next respondent (#5) said that the amount of time their child had spent playing video 

games in the past year has remained about the same, which is approximately 2-4 hours per day.  

The child sometimes plays video games alone, sometimes alone but with others in the room, and 

sometimes together with others who are in the same room.  The types of games the child usually 

plays are strategy, adventure, and first person shooter games.  He is a 5th grade boy. 

 The next respondent (#8) said that the amount of time their child has spent playing video 

games in the past year has remained about the same, which is approximately less than one hour per 

day.  The child usually plays the games alone but with others in the room.  The types of games 

which the child usually plays include: active, sports, and rarely first person shooter games.  He is a 

5th grade boy. 

 The next respondent (#23) said that the amount of time their child has spent playing video 

games in the past year has increased slightly to approximately less than 1 hour per day.  The child 

usually plays alone but with others in the room.  The respondent did not specify which types of 

games their child plays.  He is a 4th grade boy. 

 The next respondent (#25) said that the amount of time their child has spent playing video 

games in the past year has remained about the same, which is approximately less than 1 hour per 

day.  The child usually plays together with others who are in the same room.  The type of game 

which the child usually plays is active games.  He is a 4th grade boy. 

  The next respondent (#32) said that the amount of time their child has spent playing video 

games in the past year has increased slightly to approximately 1-2 hours per day.  The child 
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usually plays together with others who are in the same room.  The child plays mostly sports games.  

He is a 5th grade boy. 

 The next respondent (#35) said that the amount of time their child has spent playing video 

games has remained about the same and specified that he does not have video games. They stated 

that they discourage him from playing video games and that he is a 4th grade boy.  

 The next respondent (#38) said that the amount of time their child has spent playing video 

games in the past year has remained about the same, which is approximately 1-2 hours per day.  

The child plays video games in several different settings, including: alone, alone but with others in 

the room, together with others in the same room, or together with other who are playing online 

from a separate location.  The games which the child usually plays are active games, strategy 

games, arcade games, and Kindle app builds.  He is a 4th grade boy.  

 Two of the respondents who stated that their child had been diagnosed with an attention 

disorder also stated that their child had been diagnosed with a behavior disorder.  All eight of the 

respondents who stated that their child had been diagnosed with a behavioral disorder were parents 

to male students. 

 Unfortunately, one of the limitations of this study was that I was unable to discuss attention 

with the school counselors, nurses, teachers, principals or parents.  These results are limited to only 

the students whose parents chose to reveal that their child had been diagnosed with a medical 

attention disorder and does not include students who may be struggling with attention issues but 

have not been officially diagnosed.  Additionally, three of the respondents chose not to answer this 

question.   

 The amount of video games played in the past year has remained the same for 63% of 

students with attention disorders.  It has increased slightly for 25% and decreased slightly for 12%.  
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Fifty percent of parents of students with attention disorders discourage their children from playing 

video games; the other 50% are neutral.  Forty-six percent of students diagnosed with attention 

disorders play video games together with others who are in the same room.  Thirty-one percent 

play alone but with others in the room.  Fifteen percent play completely alone while the remaining 

8% play together with others online at a separate location.  All of the students diagnosed with 

attention disorders were males. 

 

Figure 16. Time spent playing video games for students with attention disorders. This figure 

shows the average amount of time per day that students with attention disorders spent play video 

games. 
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Figure 17. Types of video games played by students with attention disorders. This figure shows 

the types of video games usually played by students with attention disorders. 

 Research question #3: What effect do video games played at home have on overall 

grades in 4th and 5th grade boys? Items 1, 2, 3, 5 and 14 on the survey addressed this question. 

Item 1 asked how the amount of time the child has spent playing video games has changed in the 

past year.  Item 2 asked how many hours per day the child played video games at home.  Item 3 

asked whether the child plays video games alone or with others.  Item 5 asked which types of 

video games the child usually plays. Item 14 asked what grades the child usually receives.  None 

of the respondents selected that their child receives D or F grades. Three of the respondents chose 

not to answer this question.   

 For the purposes of this study, students who had received ‘C’ grades or lower were not 

considered academically successful.  Out of the three respondents who stated that their child had 

received ‘C’ grades, the first respondent (#8) said that the amount of time their child had spent 

playing video games in the past year has remained about the same.  The child spends 
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approximately less than one hour per day playing video games, and only plays them alone but with 

others in the same room.  The child usually plays active, sports and “rarely” first person shooter 

games. The child is a 5th grade boy and has also been diagnosed with an attention disorder. 

 The next respondent (#19) said that the amount of time their child had spent playing video 

games in the past year has increased slightly.  The child spends 2-4 hours per day playing video 

games on the weekends and 1-2 hours per day during the week.  The child usually plays video 

games together with friends and/or family members who are in the same room.  The child plays 

many different types of video games, including: active, arcade, strategy, and first person shooter 

games.  He is a 4th grade boy. 

 The next respondent (#35) said that the amount of time their child has spent playing video 

games has remained about the same and specified that he does not have video games.  They stated 

that they discourage him from playing video games and that he is a 4th grade boy.  The child is 

currently being tested for a behavior disorder and has been diagnosed with an attention disorder.  

 The amount of time spent playing video games in the past year has remained about the 

same for 67% of ‘C’ students. It has increased slightly for 33%.  Sixty-seven percent of students 

reporting ‘C’ grades play video games for less than 1 hour per day on average while 33% do not 

play at all.  Sixty-seven percent of ‘C’ students play video games together with friends and/or 

family members who are in the same room.  Thirty-three percent play alone, but with others in the 

same room.  Sixty-seven percent of parents of ‘C’ students discourage playing video games; 33% 

are neutral.  All of the ‘C’ students were males. 
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Figure 18. Types of video games played by 'C' students. This figure illustrates what types of games 

are usually played by 'C' students. 

Research question #4: What effect does playing video games with others have on the 

academic success of 4th and 5th grade boys as opposed to playing video games alone? Items 3, 

12, 13, and 14 on the survey addressed this question.  Item 3 asked whether the child plays video 

games alone or with others.  Item 12 asked whether the child had been diagnosed with a behavioral 

disorder.  Item 13 asked whether the child had been diagnosed with an attention disorder.  Item 14 

asked what grades the child usually receives.   

 Twenty-five percent of academically successful boys play video games alone while 16.6% 

of boys with behavioral disorders, 15% of boys with attention disorders, and 0% of ‘C’ grade boys 

do.  The largest percentage of boys in each of the four categories played video games with others 

in the same room. 

Active
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25%
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Figure 19. How academically successful and unsuccessful boys play video games. This figure 

shows what percentage of boys play video games in different ways based on academic 

performance. 

Research question #5: What effect does game selection have on the academic success 

of 4th and 5th grade boys?  Items 5, 12, 13, and 14 on the survey addressed this question.  Item 5 

asked what types of games the child plays most often.  Item 12 asked whether the child had been 

diagnosed with a behavioral disorder.  Item 13 asked whether the child had been diagnosed with an 

attention disorder.  Item 14 asked what grades the child usually receives.   

 Sports games are played 35.5% of the time by academically successful boys while between 

16.6 and 25% of boys in the other three categories play them.  Active games are played 12.9% of 
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the time by academically successful boys while between 25% and 33.3% of boys in the other three 

categories play them.  Boys with attention disorders play no arcade games. Twenty-five percent of 

‘C’ grade boys play first person shooter games.  Between 16% and 16.7% of boys in the other 

three categories do. 

 

Figure 20. Types of video games played by academically successful and unsuccessful boys. This 

figure shows video game preferences sorted by academic success. 

Research question #6. What effect does amount of time spent playing video games 

have on the academic success of 4th and 5th grade boys? Items 2, 12, 13, and 14 on the survey 

addressed this question.  Item 2 asked how much time the child spends playing video games at 

home.  Item 12 asked whether the child had been diagnosed with a behavioral disorder.  Item 13 
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asked whether the child had been diagnosed with an attention disorder.  Item 14 asked what grades 

the child usually receives. 

 Eighty-six percent of academically successful boys play video games for less than one hour 

per day compared to between 50% and 66% of boys who are not academically successful.  One 

hundred percent of boys with behavioral disorders play some amount of video games every day.    

 

Figure 21. Comparing amount of time spent playing video games. This figure demonstrates the 

differences in the amount of time spent playing video games between academically successful and 

academically challenged boys. 

The figures above present the information shared in the survey responses.  These figures provide 

at-a-glance information and organize the data.  This organization assists in finding appropriate 

conclusions.  The next section will discuss the implications of the survey responses, compare the 
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findings to the previous studies mentioned in the literature review, and give recommendations for 

future studies. 
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Chapter V: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

 This study revealed both similarities and differences to the findings from the earlier 

referenced studies.  The comparisons will be discussed in the following section.  Based on the data 

uncovered through this study, several conclusions are stated.  Although challenged with numerous 

limitations, this study uncovered valuable information for the small, local demographic.  The 

following section will also highlight areas that could be improved upon and expounded upon for 

future studies. 

Discussion 

 Research has confirmed that male students are struggling to be academically successful in 

much higher numbers than their female classmates.  As Gurian (2001) explained, boys receive the 

majority of attention, behavior, and learning disability diagnoses (p. 56).  This study revealed 

parallel results; the only students reportedly struggling with academic success (according to 

parental feedback) were males.  According to survey question 12, 50% of students with behavior 

disorders were 4th grade males, 50% were 5th grade males, and 0% were female students.  

According to survey question 13, 63% of students with attention disorders were 4th grade males, 

37% were 5th grade males, 0% were females.  According to survey question 14, 67% of ‘C’ 

Students were 4th grade males, 33% were 5th grade males, and 0% were females.  In other words, 

this study revealed that 100% of female students surveyed were academically successful, while 

42% of male students were not.  The educational system clearly needs to make some changes in 

order to make schools a place where boys are able to succeed.  

 Research has shown that boys and girls have different habits when it comes to video game 

play.  Likewise, this study found several differences between the video gaming habits of boys and 

girls.  According to figure 3, 23% of male students played video games for more than 1 hour per 
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day while only 7% of female students did.  According to figure 4, 77% of boys typically played 

video games with others while only 43% of girls did.  According to figure 6, girls did not play any 

first person shooter or adventure games.  According to figure 7, more parents of female students 

than male students had a neutral attitude about video game play.  It is difficult to interpret how 

these differences in how male and female students approach video game play relates to the gap in 

academic success between the genders.  Is it correlation or causation? Are there additional outside 

influences at play? 

 The literature review showed that some parents are concerned about video gaming habits of 

children while others are more supportive.  This research had similar findings.  According to 

research question #1, 100% of parents of students with behavior disorders discouraged their 

children from playing video games.  According to research question #2, 50% of parents of students 

with attention disorders discouraged their children from playing video games; the other 50% were 

neutral.  According to research question #3, 67% of parents of ‘C’ students discouraged playing 

video games; 33% were neutral.  According to survey question #6, 80% of parents of academically 

successful boys are neutral toward video game play while 20% discourage it.  To summarize, 

parents of academically successful boys are less concerned about video game play than parents of 

boys with behavior disorders, attention disorders, and ‘C’ grades. 

 Research has found both similarities and differences between the video gaming habits of 

boys who are academically successful boys and boys who are not.  Similar patterns emerged in this 

study.  For example, this study found that academically successful boys spend less time per day 

playing video games than boys who are struggling academically.  According to research question 

#6 (figure 23), 86% of academically successful boys played video games for less than one hour per 

day while only between 50% and 66% of boys in the other three categories played for less than one 
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hour per day.  One hundred percent of boys with behavioral disorders played some amount of 

video games every day.  This study revealed that academically successful boys spent more time 

playing video games alone than boys who were not academically successful.  According to 

research question #4 (figure 21), 25% of academically successful boys played video games alone 

while 16.6% of boys with behavioral disorders, 15% of boys with attention disorders, and 0% of 

‘C’ grade boys did.  Most of the boys in each of the four categories played video games with 

others in the same room however.  Academically successful boys also played different types of 

games than boys who were not academically successful.  According to research question #5 (figure 

22), 35.5% of academically successful boys played sports-themed video games while only between 

16.6 and 25% of boys in the other three categories did.  Only 12.9% of academically successful 

boys played active games while between 25% and 33.3% of boys in the other three categories did.  

Boys with attention disorders played no arcade games. Twenty-five percent of ‘C’ grade boys play 

first person shooter games while between 16% and 16.7% of boys in the other three categories did.  

As a side note, the types of video games which boys play changed significantly between 4th and 5th 

grade (figure 6).  In 5th grade, boys had begun playing fewer arcade and active games and more 

first person shooter and sports games. 

Conclusions  

 The results of this study give further proof that there is a wide gap in academic success 

between male and female students.  Male students are not able to achieve the levels of academic 

success of female students.  It is unclear whether the differences in video gaming habits between 

the genders are a cause of this academic gap or merely a correlation.  However, it is clear that steps 

must be taken to remedy this problem of the male academic struggle.  
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 Further research must be completed in order to determine the long term effects of video 

game play on boys.  While this study revealed several differences in video gaming habits between 

academically successful boys and non-academically successful boys, it is much more difficult to 

determine how those differences relate to their academic success.  Academically successful boys 

spend less time per day playing video games than boys who are struggling to achieve academic 

success; it was unclear whether video game play was impacting their studies directly or whether it 

was an unrelated.  Would the time spent playing video games be otherwise spent completing 

homework or doing something less productive?  There were also marked differences in the genre 

of video games played by academically successful boys versus academically struggling boys.  It is 

unclear whether the difference in types of video games is a coincidence or whether it is significant 

in academic success.  A long-term study which is able to successfully isolate several of these 

factors would certainly reveal more information in this area.  

Limitations and Recommendations 

 This section provides limitations present in the study as well as recommendations for 

further study.  It also provides recommendations to the school district and/or teachers. 

 Recommendations for further study.  Some of the limitations present in this study were 

due to the lack of diversity in the student sample. There is certainly a need for additional research 

in more culturally diverse areas.  These studies could also further isolate and observe factors such 

as income level, gender, and race.  Hofferth (2010) highlighted this need for research;  

 African American boys may not experience the same peer group culture that focuses on 

video games as do White boys. Because most of the early media research was conducted 

using White middle-class samples in the Midwest, we have less information about 

differential effects of media use among different race/ethnic groups. (p. 1600) 
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Hofferth continued,  

 Playing video games was detrimental to the achievement of White girls. For them, 

increased video game time was associated with a significantly reduced score on the letter-

word test between 1997 and 2003…For Black girls, increased video game hours were 

associated with a reduced score on the passage comprehension test…but with an increased 

score on the applied problems test. (p. 1614)   

These are aspects which this study was unable to observe because of lack of cultural diversity.  

Clearly we could benefit from more research in this area.  Which kinds of video games impacted 

the achievement of girls?  What other outside factors played a role in this research? 

 A larger student sample would have provided additional information on factors such as the 

effect of the level of education completed by the parents.  Hofferth (2010) found, “Children whose 

mothers had completed college played fewer video games” (p. 1611).  While this study did 

examine level of education completed by the parents, a larger student sample would have given 

this information much more relevance. 

 Lack of access to student information and records was an additional limitation to this study.  

Gaining access to student records (actual grades, actual diagnoses of attention and/or behavior 

disorders), school records (number and gender of students suspended, expelled, or dropped-out), 

and ability to communicate with the school staff (feedback on behaviors, student history, etc.) 

would have given this study more information regarding student engagement and academic 

success. 

 Recommendations to the school district and/or teachers.  Due to the fact that many 

young children (especially boys) have such a strong interest in video game play, incorporating 

them into classrooms is an undertaking certainly worth considering. There is no doubt that boys 
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are highly engaged by video game play.  Reichert and Hawley (2010) found, “In no other area of 

this study was there a stronger concordance between boys and teachers than in their agreement 

about the power of games to bring new energy and interest to the classroom” (p. 58).   However, 

school districts and principals may wonder whether this incorporation of video games is worth the 

amount of school resources, such as class-time and budget, which will undoubtedly be expended. 

This section presents findings from researchers who have found that the incorporation of video 

games in schools could strongly benefit teachers and schools as well as students. 

 Benefits of integrating video games into the classroom.  Gros (2007) presented a study 

which incorporated 46 educational video games designed specifically for the language and 

mathematics curriculum into the classrooms of 300 3rd grade students. Over the course of two to 

three months, their teachers were trained on how to use the videogames.  “Their opinion at the end 

of the experiment was positive; they considered the videogame to be an easy-to-use educational 

instrument with potential as backup to other teaching material” (p. 31).  Just like the introduction 

of any other new teaching method or technique, there will be a training period.  However, teacher 

feedback is verifying that the time it takes to train the teachers is worthwhile. 

 Research has also found that video games often incorporate and develop many skills 

required for succeeding in school and the real world.  Video games often require the use of more 

complex domains of thinking according to Bloom’s Taxonomy.  Whitton (2012) explained, “Many 

games…use techniques such as learning through problem-solving or enquiry… 

collaboration…scaffolding [,and] timely intrinsic feedback” (p. 252-253).  Studies have exposed 

multitudes of skills which video game play can develop and improve upon.  Jenkins (2000) pointed 

out a few, “Gaming can encourage imagination, problem-solving skills, positive engagement with 

computers, as well the practice of ‘leadership, competition, teamwork and collaboration’ with 
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multi-player games” (p. 120).  Video games can also promote skills such as decision making, risk 

taking, and turn taking.   

 Researchers have been impressed with the ability for students to receive somewhat 

individualized instruction through video game play.  Unfortunately, individualized instruction is 

not always possible in a full, busy classroom with only one teacher.  While some students will 

already be experts on the content of each lesson, others will find the content to be too difficult 

without additional explanation.  There will also be students who are appropriately challenged by 

the lesson. Video games adapt to provide a learning experience that is neither too difficult nor too 

easy for anyone –a solution for classrooms struggling with individualized instruction.  

 Video game play has also been found to increase the retention of content encountered in the 

game.  In an era when schools are constantly pressured to improve test scores, incorporating a 

video game with content that aligns with lesson objectives could be a definite benefit for the 

teachers and district as well as the student.  Reichert and Hawley (2010) said, “Many teachers 

noted the effectiveness of an improvised game in reviewing material at end of term or for exams. 

Games…were found to strengthen retention of a wide range of material” (p. 42). Not only do 

gamers find video game content easier to remember than other texts, they also find that video 

games are capable of simplifying material that is otherwise difficult to grasp. As Reichert and 

Hawley (2010) explained,  

 Sweeping expanses of history, the confluence of current events, and the complex 

interactions of multiple variables of any kind can overwhelm students. Some teachers felt 

they had successfully engaged students, even younger ones, in the magnitude and intricacy 

of such processes by asking them to play a component part, as a competitor in a game. (p. 

55) 
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 Video games also provide an atmosphere where many students feel that making mistakes is 

okay.  In a traditional classroom setting, there will always be students who hesitate to participate in 

discussions out of fear of being incorrect.  Whitton (2012) stated,  

 Games can provide…spaces in which learners can make mistakes in a safe environment, 

free from external consequences; in which failure is a recognized and accepted part of the 

process. Players can reflect on those mistakes, experiment, explore, build things, and create 

their own communities and mythologies. (p. 249)  

 Another reason to incorporate video games into the classroom is that video game play has 

been found to improve leadership skills in some players.  In her study which integrated video 

games in the classroom, Gros (2007) explained,  

The differences between students in mastering the game inevitably result in a situation 

where many students have experience and are used to playing the game. In our experience, 

this issue has not been problematic as the more advanced students have been able to act as 

tutors for the groups who have more difficulties. (p. 35) 

Possessing qualities consistent with a leader will certainly benefit these students in their future 

university and job applications.  Being able to improve upon those characteristics through video 

game play is an additional benefit for students who are already interested in the games.      

 Complications of integrating video games into the classroom.  While some schools and 

classrooms have made an effort to incorporate video game play, it is certainly not a part of the 

curriculum nationwide.  If such a high number of children, boys especially, have shown interest in 

this technology, what is the explanation for this lack of classroom inclusion?  There are several 

obstacles that must be addressed and overcome.  The following section discusses possible reasons 
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why the inclusion of video game play is not currently a routine part of classroom learning in 

America.   

 In her study which integrated video games in the classroom, Gros (2007) explained, 

“Teachers with little experience in the use of videogames are reluctant to use them. They feel 

insecure and require significant support during the process” (p. 35).  It is likely that these feelings 

of insecurity are more common for older generations of teachers who did not grow up in a world 

immersed in technology.  Prensky (2006) pointed out, “Most of today’s teachers know little if 

anything about the digital world of their students…As a result, despite their best efforts, it’s often 

impossible for these adults to design learning in the ways their students need and relish” (p. 10-

11).  They may not only feel overwhelmed by the idea of using video games; they may also find it 

difficult to comprehend how learning could possibly occur through video game play.  Sanford and 

Madill (2007) said,  

 To non-video game players, staring at a video game screen may seem like numerous 

chaotic digital graphics, odd sound bites, and purposeless plot; yet the sophistication on the 

screen is impressive when awareness of the symbol system and background knowledge is 

enhanced. The players take much of video game operational literacy for granted because of 

the large amounts of time that they have devoted to learn the symbol/language system, 

which is likely why the instructors we interviewed did not correlate video games with 

literacy learning. (p. 441) 

Some teachers may also feel threatened by the increased presence of technologies such as video 

games in the classroom. This apprehension is most likely unwarranted.  As Prensky (2006) 

explained,  
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 Our need for human teachers in certain content areas is going away…Don’t interpret this 

to mean our total need for human teachers is going down –it’s likely we’ll need just as 

many as we do now, if not more. The difference is that in the future, teachers will be 

‘teaching’ in a very different way than they do today. (p. 197) 

Since video game play is such an integral, everyday aspect of so many students’ lives, teachers 

have a responsibility to, at the very least, understand video gaming.  As Sanford and Madill (2007) 

explained,  

 Adults –teachers and parents –have an obligation to learn more about video game play and 

development so that they can create spaces for critical examination of the games and of the 

players’ own beliefs and values, potentially changing harmful aspects of video games while 

enhancing their powerful benefits and learning potential. (p. 451) 

By merely showing their students that they can understand the appeal of one of their students’ 

favorite pastimes, teachers will be creating a classroom environment that is more welcoming to 

this generation of students.   

 While many teachers feel threatened by video games and/or do not understand the appeal 

of integrating them into the classroom, others are more willing and eager to integrate them, but 

may not possess the knowledge and experience necessary to utilize the games.  Unfortunately, for 

the teachers who are interested in incorporating video games into their classroom, finding adequate 

time is often a limiting factor.  Gros (2007) found that the majority of teachers had a positive 

perspective of video games.  However, “they stressed the difficulty of using [video games] due to 

pressure of time and the need to cover the educational curriculum outline in its entirety” (p. 31).  

Gros (2007) went on to explain that teachers simply do not have the time to learn a game, evaluate 

its effectiveness and decide if it is appropriate for the subject.(p. 35)  Carr-Chellman (2012) 
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pointed out that video games are time consuming and teachers are already struggling to cover 

everything the students must know for standardized testing (p. 14).  It is important to keep in mind 

that while the subject matter must be covered, if students are not truly engaged in the learning and 

absorbing the information, the time is ultimately wasted.  Carr-Chellman (2012) explained, 

“Schools will achieve high academic standards more effectively when boys as well as girls learn to 

love, not loathe, learning” (p. 15).   

 Another hindrance to the assimilation of video games in schools is the lack of video games 

available that are relevant to the curriculum.  There are currently two main options for teachers 

who desire to incorporate games in their classrooms.  They can either attempt to incorporate (or 

adapt) an existing video game in hopes that it will correspond with the curriculum and be worth the 

precious time it takes to teach and employ; or they can take on the daunting task of attempting to 

create a game that closely aligns with the curriculum and yet still keeps the students engaged.  

Unfortunately, many of the “educational games” of the past were very generalized and did not 

succeed in engaging students.  Whitton (2012) explained that while some educational commercial 

games have become available, they usually end up being too specific and don’t line up 

appropriately with the learning goals (p. 250).  Prensky (2006) echoed this when he said, “A big 

issue is that the curriculum that is available through the games is not necessarily the same 

curriculum that our teachers have to teach according to the laws of their state” (p. 185).  It is clear 

that including video game play in the classroom is not a simple undertaking.  It requires already 

stretched thin teachers to do additional work which they have not been given the resources or time 

to complete. 

 Another deterrent to bringing video game play into schools is the lack of financial 

resources.  Whitton (2012) explained that commercial games are most effective because they 
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employ “top-end aesthetic quality and game fidelity” giving them a more professional feel that is 

attractive to learners.  Additionally, they go through extensive testing and are “explicitly designed 

to be fun and engage the player”, but unfortunately require “large budgets for development” (p. 

250).  Whitton (2012) continued, “Games can be shown to be a very effective way for students to 

learn, but not necessarily an efficient one in terms of the expense of creation and deployment” (p. 

254).  In order for video games to become a regular part of school curriculum, some budgetary 

changes must be put in place.    

 How to integrate video games into the classroom.  The integration of video games in the 

classroom has been found to be an effective strategy in improving student engagement. It has also 

proven to be costly and time consuming. Based on this information, what solution can be reached?  

Gros (2007) recommended allowing the students to practice playing the games at home;  

 Games require many hours and, on occasion, it is difficult to establish the sequences of 

play that should be significant for both the students and school curriculum. In this sense, 

the most efficient thing to do is to let students continue to advance their knowledge of play 

outside the classroom, via the provision of access to the game in the school. (p. 34-35) 

This approach would certainly free up time if nothing else.  Whitton (2012) gave an explanation 

for this strategy, “players may spend more time learning the game play, mastering a complex 

interface, or focusing on game goals than learning anything appropriate” (p. 250).  If the students 

are spending the time required to learn the directions and set-up from home, the classroom time 

will be more optimized. Students would certainly be more compelled to complete homework if it 

incorporated video game play.   

 Prensky (2006) presented an additional method when he said, “The easiest way to bring 

games into the classroom –and the way with the biggest initial payoff –is to introduce games kids 
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already play at home into existing class discussions” (p. 189).  Even the simple act of using video 

games as part of classroom discussions can make an impact for students who are otherwise bored 

in school.  Prensky (2006) also stated, “Complement the learning already going on in our 

children’s entertainment-oriented computer and video games with new ‘curricular’ learning games 

that can be used in or outside of our schools” (p. 12).  Specific examples which Prensky (2006) 

provided in regards to incorporating games into education included: “Invite a student or students 

who are playing a game that is relevant to what you are studying bring it into school and play it in 

front of the class…If you are familiar with a particular game…bring it in and use it yourself in the 

front of the room, with excerpts and lessons prepared beforehand…have individual students, or 

groups, play in class” (p. 193).  Incorporating video games in the classroom could begin with these 

very minor actions. 

 Whitton (2012) and Carr-Chellman (2012) both pointed out the following three ways to use 

gaming in education: First, creating improved educational games that are simple and cheap to 

develop and incorporate into the classroom. Second, use mainstream, highly-motivating video 

games in the classroom. This can be done by using them in discussions, or literally bringing them 

into the classroom and adapting your lessons to focus on what the games can teach the students. 

Finally, allowing students to create video games in the classroom. This can be done in many ways, 

but ultimately the students would learn through the process and not the final product (Carr-

Chellman, p. 13; Whitton, p. 249).  

 If we are going to create an educational environment that appeals to boys and aims to see 

academic success for both genders, we must see some changes take place.  While a great amount 

of research and reflection must still be conducted, we can begin making small changes now.  As 

Carr-Chellman (2012) stated, “The point is not to create an exhaustive list of educational games 
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and virtual worlds. We need to consider how to build curriculum around them and to point teachers 

and parents toward a process of meeting kids where they are” (p. 13).  The world is changing with 

technological advances and in order to keep our students engaged, the classroom must not be left 

behind. 
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Appendix A: Flyer  

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B 

 

 

 

 

 

How?  

Complete a 5-8 minute survey to help me 

finish my degree! 

Attention parents of 4th and 5th grade 

students: 

Win a $20 Walmart 
Gift Card! 

My name is Anna Wenninger and I am a graduate student working 

on my thesis study. The topic of my study is: “The relationship 

between home video game play and academic success of 4th and 

5th grade boys in Jefferson County schools”, and I need your help 

to finish my study!  

 

 

Each participant is entered in a random drawing to win a $20 

Walmart Gift Card! 

 

 

Please e-mail me at wenningera4415@my.uwstout.edu to receive 

the survey and participate in the study. Deadline to submit survey 

is December 1st, 2013. 

Investigator: Anna Wenninger 

Wenningera4415@my.uwstout.edu 

 

Advisor: Dr. James Lehmann 
lehmannja@uwstout.edu 
 
 
IRB Administrator 
Sue Foxwell, Director, 
Research Services 
152 Vocational Rehabilitation 
Bldg.  
UW-Stout 
Menomonie, WI 54751 
715.232.2477 
foxwells@uwstout.edu 
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Appendix B: Informational Letter of Invitation to Parents 

Request for Participation in Survey 
November 15, 2013 

Dear Parent: 

My name is Anna Wenninger and I am a graduate student at University of Wisconsin- Stout (online). 
I am currently living in Festus and am examining the relationship between home video game playing 
and academic success in 4th and 5th grade boys. Because you are a parent of a 4th or 5th grade child, 
I am inviting you to participate in this research study by completing the attached survey. 
 
The following questionnaire will require approximately 5-8 minutes to complete. At the conclusion 
of this study, one participant will be randomly selected to win a $20 Walmart gift card. There is no 
additional compensation for responding nor is there any known risk. All student information will be 
kept confidential. A copy of the project will be provided to my University of Wisconsin-Stout 
instructor. If you choose to participate in this project, please answer all questions as honestly as 
possible and return the completed questionnaire to Wenningera4415@my.uwstout.edu or to the 
school office by 01/01/2014. Participation is strictly voluntary and you may refuse to participate at 
any time. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to assist me in my educational endeavors. The data collected will 
provide useful information regarding the impact of home video game playing on the academic 
success of 4th and 5th grade boys. My goal is to receive 5 results per classroom. Completion and 
return of the questionnaire will indicate your willingness to participate in this study. If you have 
questions or concerns regarding this study please contact the Investigator or Advisor.  If you have 
any questions, concerns, or reports regarding your rights as a research subject, please contact the 
IRB Administrator. 
 
Thank you again for your time. 
Sincerely, 

 
Investigator: Anna Wenninger 
Wenningera4415@my.uwstout.edu 
 
 
Advisor: Dr. James Lehmann 
lehmannja@uwstout.edu 
 

 
IRB Administrator 
Sue Foxwell, Director, Research Services 
152 Vocational Rehabilitation Bldg.  
UW-Stout 
Menomonie, WI 54751 
715.232.2477 
foxwells@uwstout.edu 
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Appendix C: Survey 

This project has been reviewed by the UW-Stout IRB as required by the Code of Federal 
Regulations Title 45 Part 46.  All identifying information will be kept completely confidential. 
 

1. In the past year, the amount of time my 4th/5th grade child has spent playing video games 
at home has: 
 
• Decreased Significantly 
• Decreased Slightly 
• Remained about the same 
• Increased Slightly 
• Increased Significantly 
 

2. The average amount of time my 4th/5th grade child spends playing video games at home is 
approximately: 
 
• 4+ hours per day 
• 2-4 hours per day 
• 1-2 hours per day 
• Less than 1 hour per day 
• My child spends no time playing video games at home 

 
3. My 4th/5th grade child usually plays games (select all that apply): 

 
• Alone 
• Alone but with others in the room 
• Together with Friends/Family members who are in the same room 
• Together with Friends/Family members who are playing online from a separate 

location 
• With strangers who are playing online from a separate location 
• Not applicable 

 
4.  My 4th/5th grade child talks to me or others about the video games he/she is playing: 

• When he/she is playing them 
• When he/she is not playing them 
• All of the above 
• Not applicable 
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5. The games my 4th/5th grade child plays most are (select all that apply): 
 
• Active (Kinect Sports, Wii Fit, etc.) 
• Arcade (Mario, Super Smash Bros, Angry Birds, etc) 
• Sports (EA Baseball, Madden, NFL 2013, Driving, etc) 
• Strategy (Sim City, Plants vs Zombies, Pokemon, etc) 
• Adventure ( Zelda, Final Fantasy, Fable, World of Warcraft, etc) 
• First person shooter (Halo, Call of Duty, Battlefield, Assassin’s Creed, etc) 
• Other _______________________________________________________ 

 
6. In regards to my 4th/5th grade child playing video games, I usually: 

a. Discourage him/her from playing them 
b. Have a neutral attitude about him/her playing them 
c. Encourage him/her to play them 

 
7. My child is a: 
 

• 4th grade girl 
• 4th grade boy 
• 5th grade girl 
• 5th grade boy 

 
8. My average household income is: 
 
9. The highest level of education completed by the child’s mother is: 
 
10. The highest level of education completed by the child’s father is: 
 
11. The people living in the same home with my child include (please indicate how many): 
 
_____ Mother 
_____ Father 
_____ Siblings 
_____ Other 
 
12. My 4th/5th grade child has been diagnosed with a behavioral disorder. 
 

• True 
• False 

 
13. My 4th/5th grade child has been diagnosed with an attention disorder. 
 

• True 
• False 
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14. My 4th/5th grade child’s grades are usually: 
 

• As 
• Bs 
• Cs 
• Ds 
• Fs 

 
15. If you have any additional comments or information, please list them below: 
 
 
 
 
16. If you wish to be entered to win the $20 Walmart gift card, please provide your mailing 
address below: 

 
 

 


